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COMMIT/

COMMIT/ is the public – private ICT-Science program. The total budget is 110 M€ with a 50 M€
contribution by the government, 30 M€ by (non)profit and 30 M€ from academic partners. The
program ran from 2012-2017. This is the Directors end report with reflections by the International
Advisory Board. The complementary, COMMIT/ the project, describes the program bottom-up.
All initial Key Performance Indicators but one has been fulfilled by a wide margin. COMMIT/ has had
a tangible impact in the high-science – high-tech ecosystem with among others 100’s of interactions
in public-private data science, 100 awards in international ICT-Science, a 100 demos for all
disciplines, and 50 valorisation examples made in cooperation with companies in the Netherlands.
During the second half of the program the number of (non)profit partners in COMMIT/ has doubled,
most newcomers joining the program without subsidy, curious as they are in the scientific results of
COMMIT/.
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1 PURPOSE
1.1 MISSION AND GOAL
COMMIT/ is the Dutch national public-private ICT-research and technology program. It has run from 2011 –
2017 with the mission to do world-level ICT-Science while having a high-tech impact in the
Netherlands industry and society. COMMIT/ is a community and a program. The name COMMIT
expresses dedication; dedication to pursue ICT-solutions; dedication to be inspired by our (non)profit
partners to create value for them; and dedication to disseminate solutions to society at large including
non-technical consequences. The slash added to the name, COMMIT/, is to tease the reader to more
detail; to absorb the results and the know-how of COMMIT/Partners; and to invite them for a further
continuation into a more detailed conversation.
The goal of COMMIT/ is to achieve impact in Dutch society by ICTScience. We do so by conducting use-inspired ICT-Science of the
highest international levels. COMMIT/ puts emphasis on top-class
ICT-Science as it is the best guarantee for a lasting impact and
economic value derived from the unique results. Use-inspired
may inspire to new research and formulate new ways of use while
going along. Therefore, in each project of COMMIT/ an external
partner participates until their ways start to differ too much. In such
cases a new partner for the project will bring new insight and new
motivation.
We do research at a top international level of competitiveness, as only that level counts and fundamental
facts do not stop at national borders. The benefit of being first, pays off internationally. And we do
use-inspired science, not applied science as fundamental science has the largest and the longest
impact. Where industries may pursue application of science, it is natural for a partially governedfunded program not to aim for the immediate best economic and societal reward in the long run.
COMMIT/ aims to impact human capital in ICT- and data
science, the public-private ecosystem in ICT such that
ICT-Science is accepted as the driving force for
innovation, and to spread the word by disseminating
the virtue of ICT-Science in the Netherlands. The
UWV, the government body for labour, has concluded
that the labour market for ICT- and data science
personnel in the Netherlands will continue to be very
tight the coming years. The EU concluded likewise.
COMMIT/ aims to provide the future leadership for this
demand by delivering 100’s ICT- and data scientist
trained

at

the

highest

level

in

public-private

cooperation. They are excellent scientists and at the
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“Being able to stay a
frontrunner is only
possible by looking to
the future: to put
innovations into
practice and to
embrace IT as a driving
force.” ONVZ SP17

COMMIT/
same time well versed in interaction with external stakeholders: the ideal T-shaped researchers.
The impact on innovation is recognized by many governments in the world. They have acted upon the
conclusion that ICT is the driving force of the current society. It simply touches everywhere, in all
branches of economy: logistics, security, finance, health, construction, industry, science, and what
not? Worldwide the fastest growing industry and sustained for many years is ICT. The best way to
imagine its impact is to not use digital for one day, and then think back on how that would have been
5, 10 or 15 years ago. In the Netherlands the government advisory board for science and technology
AWTI concludes that the role of new ICT is still underestimated. It explicitly pleads for more ICTScience. And we agree. COMMIT/ is only the beginning, setting the stage and a role model for many
ICT-research and innovation programs and projects to follow.
The Rathenau Institute, the AWTI and the CPB all have recognized the impact of ICT. As the scientific
institute of the House of Commons, the Rathenau institute concludes that data science will transform
society again affecting many aspects of ethical and social life in the Netherlands. The Advisory Board
for Science and Technology of the government, AWTI, recently also has described ICT as the
innovator of all other innovators. And we agree again.

1.2 MEANS
In a few numbers, COMMIT/ ran from 2011 to mid 2017. The total budget is 110 M€ with a 50 M€
contribution by the government, 30 M€ by the (non)profit partners and 30 M€ from academic
institutions. At the start of the program, 10% of the funding was put aside for valorisation in the
second part of the program, to keep all partners interested in a non-profit environment and to propel
the scientific results into valorisation.

1.3 TARGET DIMENSIONS
The five dimensions have been adopted to achieve impact: ICT-Science, dissemination of science results,
international context, synergy from unusual combinations, and encouraging the first steps towards
valorisation.
The need for ICT-Science is well established in the world. There
is a fierce competition among similar programs for similar
needs. When a product has obtained an edge in accuracy,
quality, speed, robustness, ease of use, or generality of
use, that program will win the user’s support. The same
ICT-program can then be used worldwide. Therefore, we
see a sharp focus on a few products like Word for editing,
EXCEL and Google search. Once the market is structured,
there is a growth in complexity and products turn into
platforms, spinning out more new products enabled on that

“I would like to say
“Dank u wel!” to all
Dutch tax payers. “
Zhemin Zhu P19

platform. In ICT it is important to be among the first to enter a new use and to enter with new
technology, as the reward, the winner takes all and future user lock-in in ICT are larger than in
many other disciplines. Therefore, the COMMIT/Board puts emphasis on top-class ICT-Science
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as it is the best guarantee for a lasting impact and economic value derived from the unique
results.
Internationally, ICT-Science of the Netherlands was reviewed in 2015. The international review committee
noted in their end report: The viability of the field is at risk, since funding is decreasing while the need
for research is increasing and the number of students will grow further in the near future. The
committee therefore recommends making strong representations towards university boards and
government in order to increase funding for computer science research. […] The present committee
is pleased to conclude that the overall assessment of the quality of Dutch computer science research
made by the previous committee is still valid.
This conclusion is also supported by a recent
Canadian study, which shows that computer
science as a whole in the Netherlands is
broad and has a high impact, a position, which
is close to that of the USA and UK. Prior to the
start, COMMIT/ has invited internationally
recognized

scientists,

complemented

with

project leaders from internationally operating
industries, to submit a proposal for a project,
26 in total.
Dissemination of research is as important as science
itself. Science without telling the value of the
inventions is useless. At the start of the program,
there was this tendency to limit telling about
science to fellow-scientists. COMMIT/ reserves the
term dissemination for telling about the virtue of
scientific result outside the circles of science: to
the (non)profit partners, to businesses in the same
sector,

to

the

general

public.

And,

as

a

consequence, the message has to be delivered in
a format, which is easy to grasp for other
audiences then science. If that requires practice,
so

it

will

be,

in

COMMIT/.

The

skills

for

dissemination have been yearly trained during the
community days by inviting unconventional ways for
scientists. The focus was to help the scientists to tell
their story from the perspective of the four COMMIT/
personas:

general

public,

product

developer,

innovation manager, and scientist.
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“COMMIT/ gaat bijdragen aan
innovatieve producten en
diensten waarmee we onze
economische groei kunnen
aanjagen. En waarmee we
tegelijkertijd een antwoord
kunnen geven op grote
maatschappelijke
vraagstukken.”
Minister Verhagen van
Economische Zaken,
16 November 2011
Kick-off COMMIT/

COMMIT/
Stimulation of synergy is driven from the observation that most interesting innovations occur at the
intersections of unfamiliar sub disciplines. This is the virtue of a large program: to be able to
connect the unforeseen and to prevent over focus on one target for the full 5 years. At the
crossroads of unknown, interesting possibilities will grow. Large programs are more important and
more likely to result in more interesting results than small programs. In the end, COMMIT/ has
found that it pays off to encourage community coherence. COMMIT/ has encouraged exchange
over existing borders. COMMIT/ is happy to see that such cross-disciplinary is increasingly
finding its position in NL, for instance in the national science agenda and in the contemporary
view on top sectors.
The need for valorisation has led to an emphasis on demonstrating the first steps towards the
valorisation of science. Valorisation cannot largely be enforced top-down; one cannot force
someone to start a successful business. But what can be done is to do away with a culture where
science and application are in conflict with one-another by demonstrating success in valorisation,
and hence setting an example for others to follow. The COMMIT/Board has reserved 10% of the
budget for 50 seed projects in the second half of the program to demonstrate how high-science
can be turned into products.
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2 ORGANISING THE PROGRAM
2.1 ELEMENTS OF STYLE
Fairness is at the basis of all decision making. Fair to the grounds on which the subsidy has been granted to
COMMIT/, fair to the efficiency of scientists supplemented with a practical implementation of general
rules on the fair spending of public money. The following practices have been developed over time.
Proper efficiency requests that the goals of the research in COMMIT/ are concrete, and the results of ICTresearch are reported in public. Projects have clearly formulated ICT-research deliverables for the
effort of which COMMIT/ reimburses a maximum of the budget. It has been clear from the start that
there will be tangible goals for which subsidy is granted. This implies that the COMMIT/ management
will be properly informed during the execution of the project by recipients of the subsidy about the
status of the to be delivered items. There is a point where research gradually transforms into
valorisation. By nature of a public-private program, there is always some debate on what kind of
activities can be subsidized. Since COMMIT/ is an ICT-research program there will be no support for
writing business plans and similar activities.
Proper access to knowledge and know-how is in the interest of the
many companies, large or small, which participate in COMMIT/.
Their shares in the activities range from small to substantial.
Private parties typically participate to be better prepared for the
tech-race to the top; to hire well-equipped personnel of the
future; and to generate science question with data and
research. Then follows at a later stage integrating system and
user studies.
A reasonable advantage in participating is acceptable for public and
private partners but no more than that compared to parties not
participating. Subsidy is seen as a partial compensation of the

“Isn’t it funny how day
by day nothing is
different, but when you
look back everything is
different.” Archana
Nottamkandath P06

work delivered, not as an essential means. COMMIT/ will
advertise the same rules for the application for subsidy at the same time for any COMMIT/Partner.
Private recipients of subsidy have no direct commercial advantage over other parties. Where the
grounds on which COMMIT/ receives subsidy state explicitly that it is for research and that the first
right of ownership of the IPR as generated is granted to the partners in COMMIT/ doing the work, the
ICT-research results therein are publicly available. Where the subsidy is no more than 50%, the
guideline in addition ascertains that results of publicly funded research are generally available.
Proper spending is enforced to the legal limits COMMIT/ management has available. By law, COMMIT/
cannot withhold subsidy to a party once it has been granted, unless in cases of gross negligence.
Therefore, we demand work to be documented in deliverables before execution. In a majority of
cases, deliverables have been formulated prior to the start of a project. Not all participants were used
to this feedback, but having clearly formulated deliverables at the start is useful for all, most of all the
partners in the project.
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Proper flexibility is provided by renewing the list of deliverables each year. When they are fixed for each
year, COMMIT/ will verify their execution. Every quarter, the delivered items will be discussed
between a member of the Board and the Project Leader. Not all project leaders and their partners in
the projects were used to this feedback but in the end it is an effective means to be productive.
Proper internal transparency implies that COMMIT/ individuals and parties should act transparent in their
decisions and in their applications. All entities in COMMIT/ decide in a transparent way. The
COMMIT/Board keeps a record of its decisions, and report on its actions in quarterly and yearly
reports to the Supervisory Board and to the subsidy supplier, RVO. The project leaders report
quarterly to the COMMIT/Board. All parties involved within
COMMIT/ operate on the basis of a yearly plan. This includes
a yearly set of deliverables for the management to be
approved by the Supervisory Board, for each of the Projects
and the COMMIT/Office to be approved by the Board. An
independent, external accountant assesses the financial
reporting. All parties and persons, whether applying for
subsidies or deciding on it, reveal any substantial conflict of
interest. There have been a few protests on decisions by the
Board to grant projects, all settled after some correspondence
or advice.
Proper transparency prior to entrance implies that in COMMIT/ all
dependencies by organizations or interests larger than 5% of
the shares of a company will be reported prior to entrance. In

“The amount of
deliverable and project
meetings were planned
quite efficiently, which
let me to spend the time
mostly on research.”
P06 WP02

the second half of the program, COMMIT/ has sharpened the guidelines for proper transparency.
From passive to active, asking questions on spin-offs due to the fact that they are now more frequent
than in the beginning of the program.
A few disputes have been settled by the COMMIT/Board. COMMIT/ operates on the basis of deliverables as
renewed every year in the year plan also for the purpose of deciding what work has been done. In
case of doubts on the sustainability of partners, COMMIT/ has delayed itself in the pre-payment of
subsidy. In science, it is always an option that a deliverable is never completed because of a
fundamental problem in the plan. In such cases it is expected that insight will grow and in most cases
a different delivered item will be produced. COMMIT/ has requested to return subsidy when no items
have been delivered. In cases of private party bankruptcy limited amounts of subsidy have been
deemed non recoverable. At the start of the program COMMIT/ has not always, in one or two cases,
been able to come to an agreement on securing a reasonable share of the rights in one of the project
they intended to participate. COMMIT/ has successfully mediated in a few conflicts within projects.
COMMIT/ also has recalled subsidies from a few partners, for example when relocating their
research, reprioritizing their research or plain failure to deliver.
Proper efficiency in administration has called for a distinction between the one half of partners receiving
subsidies and the half of partners who do not. As subsidy is only granted on the basis of actual work
hours and a proper administration should be kept, including formal statements of the partner itself or
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an independent accountant on the reported costs.
Partners

who

receive

subsidy

will

administer

according to the formats of COMMIT/. When parties
fail to do so, after properly warning the party,
COMMIT/ at one point determines that the time to
deliver has passed and no subsidy is granted over
the period. Partners who do not receive subsidy, but
participate in COMMIT/, are encouraged to complete
their administration of efforts as a documentation of
their interest in the research and the delivered items
arisen

from

the

work.

For

lack

of

timely

administration, the Board has dissolved one project.

“We think the project
took an interesting turn
and led to important
results that we have had
not envisioned
beforehand.” P23 VP28

Proper compensation is provided by application of the
Balkenende norm, also for hourly rates. The rule only applies to direct, personal beneficiaries of
COMMIT/, hired for management and related activities. To our knowledge, there are no violations of
proper compensation.
In science, proper efficiency, proper access, and proper execution are activities with a built-in risk. They can
only be understood in their full extent years later. Taking away the risk by enforcing strict rules would
be counterproductive. It is important to note that COMMIT/ has limited capabilities of demanding back
subsidy once given. Within that restriction, when no items have been delivered, COMMIT/ will seek to
stall payment of subsidy wherever legally possible.

2.2 THE FABRIC OF THE ORGANISATION
The worktable is the core of the COMMIT/ organisation. That is where the contact is made between the
public and the private partners. The appreciation of potential value as defined by people from outside,
is difficult to plan and the leading principle for valorisation is that it can be encouraged, not forced.
What can be done, however, is the evocation of the appreciation by working closely together with the
people from non-profit organisation or industry, to build demonstrators to show the potential value of
the science, to promote its existence in dissemination, and to actively seek opinions of its value.
Therefore, COMMIT/ promotes the worktable concept as a way of working. The directly expected
result is the close cooperation in application-inspired science and the flow of ideas. The anticipated
long-term effect is the flow of human capital. COMMIT/ demands that the partnership at the worktable
stays alive. If, for whatever reason, a (non)profit partner chooses to leave, that worktable has to find a
new (non)profit partner.
Quality of Content is assessed by making each member of the Board primarily responsible for 4 projects in
COMMIT/ in a style of communication, which respects the community of the project and the style of
the project leader. On the basis of the yearly plans, the progress of the project will be discussed
between the project leader and the corresponding Board-member on the basis of the quarterly and
yearly reports and the delivered items therein.
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The story of COMMIT/ creates coherence in the COMMIT/ message. The COMMIT/ story is about
opportunities and challenges, creating a strong team
with key note players, execute excellence, and last but
not least: tell the story.
Training of skills is pursued especially in the art of telling a

“COMMIT has had
incredible attention to the
professional development
of younger computing
scientists. This is fairly
unique in the landscape of
computer science projects”
Paola Grosso P20

story to a general audience. The focus has been on
increasing the awareness of ICT and COMMIT/ in the
Dutch society. Therefore, the leading principle for
dissemination is that the message of ICT-Science
should be told in the language of the audience, not in
the language of science. The skills for dissemination
have been yearly trained during the community days
by inviting unconventional ways for scientist to
present, like Visual storytelling, making story’s that
stick, Stretching the mold: new approaches to
dissemination and Getting complex messages across.
The focus was to help the scientists to tell their story

from the perspective of the four COMMIT/ personas: general public, product developer, innovation
manager, and scientist. Followed by workshops on pitching, planning your international career,
writing proposal to convince financers, user-inspired design and dealing with the press.
Public events have been created to involve ICT-research in industry, government and academia. More than
900 people attended the Midterm event of COMMIT/ The Big Future of Data in October 2014. Among
them were Bertholt Leeftink the Director General for Industry of the Netherlands, Abdeluheb Choho,
Alderman of the City of Amsterdam, the
Boegbeeld ICT René Penning de Vries, and
hundreds of industrial and academic visitors
from the Netherlands and abroad. The
program offered: 59 mind-bending demos
from COMMIT/ projects presented in a
colourful box where colour indicates the
scientific themes as opposed to groups in
space indicative for societal disciplines. In the
talks and demos it became apparent how COMMIT/ technology works, how it can be applied and how
it operates at the edge of societal innovation. A video with an impression of the day is available on
the COMMIT/ website. COMMIT/ gave with the golden demos act de presence at several
(international) conferences.
The website, social media and newsletter of COMMIT/ contains a comprehensive overview of all projects. In
2012, the website was filled with news and articles about the COMMIT/Projects and its research, The
website is becoming more and more a source of reference of all scientific results achieved by
COMMIT/ researchers. In 2013 the website was restyled and now includes a twitterfeed
(@COMMIT_nl) which demonstrates the involvement of the partners with COMMIT/. In 2016 80
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articles were published in the COMMIT/ LinkedIn group and it reached the almost 1000 connections.
Policy and decision makers in the ICT domain at the highest levels are well presented in this group.
The newsletter is still going strong and reflects the different phases of COMMIT/. The last year it is
dominated by end results, awards, publications and interviews with the PhD students. Videos became
a new trend to present and explain research results and this led to more than 50 videos which are
published on the COMMIT/ YouTube channel and website.

62 researchers have defended their PhD thesis with 30 + to come. A special newsletter with an overview of
PhD defences was sent out to the wider COMMIT/ community. As of 2015 every PhD student is
interviewed and this is published on the COMMIT/ website and social media. In the COMMIT/
magazine COMMOT/ON the research of the PhD students is well-presented. Two articles were also
placed at Kennislink.nl On the COMMIT/ website an up-to-date list is kept up which also mentions
their current employer like Google, KLM, Blendle, MIT, Swisscom, TUD and UvA.
Communication in the public domain was established in 2013 with an ICT-magazine to deliver a special
edition on health. In 2014, three professional science writers have been associated with COMMIT/ to
write about results of the ICT-Science of COMMIT/ to their selection. They receive a stipendium when
they deliver a contribution in their blogs and the other media in their network, but they are free to
select and discuss topics at their will. Immediately after the onset of this public domain program, a
discussion came up on the ethical consequences of Big Data storage of public information. The
Board of COMMIT/ sees this as a positive sign of new societal awareness. In 2014, with the aid of a
bureau, COMMIT/ research was actively presented to the press. As a result, regular articles in the
national, local and trade press have appeared, including national television and radio. To make ICTScience more visible COMMIT/ became partner of NEMO Kennislink which has a big audience
among the general public and is a source for teachers and the media. The result is a theme page
about Big Data, with 18 articles and 3 movies with an average of 2000 views, explaining Hoe werkt
programmeertaal? Hoe werkt een computer? Hoe werkt het internet? We continue to work with them
in 2017. Several researchers have become steadily active in the public domain. As a consequence,
the COMMIT/ Media Award has been awarded to Merijn Bruijnes in 2014 and Gijs Huisman in 2015.
In 2016 COMMOT/ON was published, a magazine for the Dutch general public about the impact of
ICT-Science on our lives. Many young researchers explained their drive to do ICT research.
Cahiers on societal topics published by COMMIT/ for topics of interest to society at
large. The first of these is a printed version of the ICT Roadmap, which was
published in 2012 and followed by a scientific answer to the ICT Roadmap, as
published in 2013. From there, the Board of COMMIT/ is happy to see
Commit2Data has taken over. A special cahier was made for the event The Big
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Future of Data. All 59 golden demos described the demo, the ICT Science question, an (alternative)
application and a tweet for every COMMIT/ persona (general public; product developer; innovation
manager and the scientist). A complete different topic is about the role of corporate governance on
digital innovation . A special cahier Hesitation in the boardroom is in the making.

2.3 THE FORMAL ORGANISATION
Intellectual Property created in COMMIT/ is owned by the partners. As a principle, COMMIT/ wishes to see
property rights in the most capable hands and at the same time to maintain the climate of free
exchange. Where there was an extended debate prior to the programme, in the course of the
programme, only limited discussion was needed on IPR matters since the Consortium Agreement
gives room to make specific arrangements on IPR among partners.
Financially, the Board maintains a strict policy towards the partners on financing their research. After an
advance (subsidy) payment for the first year new payments are only being made after the financial
director has received cost statements with an official report from the director or accountant –
depending on the amount – of the partner. This is an effective way for getting reliable cost statements
in time and for keeping a good and actual overview of the total of the budget being spent.
As per May 2017 €110.788.595 have been spent in the COMMIT/Program, 50 M€ from a FES-subsidy from
the Dutch government, approximately 30 M€ by the knowledge institutes and 30 M€ by the (non)profit
partners. This is according to plan, with minor changes due to dropout, bankruptcy or change of
plans.
The governance is divided over the Board, the Supervisory Board and the International Advisory Board. The
COMMIT/Board has been composed from the application to the end by Prof. dr. A. Smeulders
(chairman UvA), Prof. dr. P. Apers (UTwente), dr. G. Meijer (HvA formerly CGI), Prof. dr. I. Lagendijk
(TUD), and Drs. J. Vos (UvA, director of business)
since the application and the beginning of the
program.

“Research integrated with
dissemination, valorisation
and spin-off is the only way to
reach effective impact of
science.” IABC end report

The International Advisory Board of COMMIT IABC
has reviewed the program since its onset, four times
prior to this review. The members of the IABC are
chair Rick Harwig, former CTO of Philips, vice chair
Leo Halvers, former CEO of Shell Research, Alberto
del Bimbo, professor University of Florence, Michel
Cosnard,

former

president

of

INRIA

France,

Santiago Ristol Jorba, Director at Worldline Mobile
Competence Center, ATOS, and Lothar Thiele,

professor at ETH. The Board has invariably been inspired by the depth and breadth of their
comments.
The Supervisory Board represents the partners in the consortium. They consist of prof. dr. E. Brinksma
(rector Univeristy of Twente), prof. dr. B. Kersten (University of Nijenrode), and dr. H. Amman (board
of the University of Amsterdam). In the governance, the Supervisory Board represents the partners in
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the program. The Board is endebted for their voluntary service to the community of COMMIT/. The
Board has advices once a year.
The governance of projects has led to a few events. P03 has started in 2013 and, like all other partners that
started in 2012, all partners have signed the consortium agreement. Due to increased valorisation
effort by the project leaders, new partners joined COMMIT/ or were replacing partners that left
COMMIT/ due to bankruptcy or legal issues. In 2013, two legal issues emerged with two partners that
still require attention from the board. In P07, the partners have used the escape clauses 8 and 9 to
alter the IPR-agreement in a project-specific manner. All projects have signed and published their
respective transparency agreement on the website of COMMIT/. According to the bylaws, all projects
will meet formally at least once a year to discuss the state of affairs, specifically the arrangements for
IPR. No matter of general interest has arisen from these meetings. As a result of the lack of internal
synergy in 2015 the Board has split P24, dividing the parts over P01 and P23 and one part under the
direct guidance of the Board.
Since 2011 the Stichting MultimediaN has transferred its remaining funds to the control of the
COMMIT/Board being spent for the purpose of general dissemination and communication activities
during the lifetime of COMMIT/.
COMMIT/ has a lean organization, pursuing its goals with skilled members of the office maintaining within
7% of the budget. The Board is proud on
the cooperation with the project leaders,
often-celebrated

scientists

or

senior

industry officers as crucial to achieve
success by example. We are gathering
only the information we need for further
processing.

Web-based

Quarterly

reporting proved helpful to engage the
individual PhD and workforce. It has
resulted in 4500+ documented delivered
items.
We keep the glasshouse philosophy. All documents delivered to COMMIT/ are publicly available. When they
contain company-secrets: do not send them to COMMIT/.

2.4 FINANCE
In the tables overviews are given of the budget at the start of COMMIT/ in 2011 and the preliminary
realisation as off May 11th 2017. The realisation is on the cost statements of the partners.
The (granted and paid) subsidy in these tables is lagging behind slightly as we receive statements of the
accountants long after we receive cost statements by the partners. Only after reception and approval
of the statement from the accountant we finally decide to grant the subsidy. Therefore less subsidy
has been paid yet then could have been done on the basis of only the cost statements by the
partners.
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Budget
at the start

COMMIT/Program

Cum. Cost*

Subsidy*

Core Projects

94.872.716

101.184.988

34.816.987

New Projects

11.111.000

0

0

Valorisation Projects

0

5.481.500

2.337.500

Swallow Projects

0

1.283.000

556.380

4.159.000

2.137.144

1.432.938

750.000

719.445

719.445

110.892.716

110.806.077

39.863.250

Management General
Management Communication
& Stimulation valorisation
Grand Total
* Figures of May 11th 2017

Budget
at the start

Cum. Cost*

P01 - INFINITI

8.176.000

8.781.344

2.715.277

P02 - IUALL

6.389.300

6.735.575

2.258.872

0

4.077.128

1.505.900

COMMIT/ Core Projects

P03 - SENSEI
P04/P05 - VIEWW

Subsidy*

12.445.000

9.987.062

3.839.665

P06 - SEALINC

6.106.100

6.610.560

2.317.633

P07 - SWELL

7.368.000

8.388.281

2.736.119

P08 - SENSAFETY

5.544.000

6.061.277

2.109.833

P09 - EWIDS

4.151.200

4.000.715

1.647.336

P11 - ALLEGIO

6.104.400

6.889.046

2.528.823

P12 - METIS

6.277.800

5.989.241

2.573.111

P15 - THECS

6.271.000

6.067.122

1.928.621

P19 - TIMETRAILS

5.960.000

6.524.787

1.667.508

P20 - IV-E

6.886.100

7.877.114

2.646.309

P23 - DATA2SEMANTICS

5.453.000

5.697.479

1.823.871

P24 - e-BioBanking

5.400.816

5.068.397

1.922.196

P26 – e-Food

2.340.000

2.429.860

595.913

94.872.716

101.184.988

34.816.987

Total Projects
* Figures of May 11th 2017
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The next table gives an overview of the projected and actual spending split by partner.

Partner
8D Games
904Labs
Aafje Zorghotel
Almende
Ambient Systems
AMC
ANP
Arcadis
Auxilium
Axini
Beeld en Geluid
Bitbrains NL
Broadfield Security
Business Idea Rating Institute
Cap Gemini
CBS
Cinop
CWI
CGI
Cinoptics
CIT
CrossmarX
Crowdynews
Dayview
De Hoogstraat Revalidatie
De Persgroep
De Taalmonsters
Deltares
DevLab
Digifit
Eagle Science
Elitac
Elsevier
Erasmus
Erfgoed Delft
Ericsson Telecom
EU Vision
Eurocottage
Europeana
Flood Tags
FOM AMOLF
Friesland Campina
Fugro
Gemeente Amsterdam
Geodan
GridLine
GROW, Univ Maastricht
HvA
Hyves

Budget
at the
start

90
311
890
220
140
245
549
866
221
223
222
4.325
2.174
100
18

Cum.
Cost*

Subsidy*

275
6
31
608
84
1.117
173
118
695
1.299
124
209
138
170
99
5.807
2.002
15
10
8
6

171
16
612

300
633
54
729
220
80
178
1.140

49
446
120

588
417
292
260
934
21
20
84
104
138
1.538
66

68
20
1.375

* Figures of May 11th 2017

Partner

124 Ilse
Info.nl
InfoSys
184 InnoValor
38 Inreda
360 Irdeto
iretail.solution
14 Jansen-Fritsen Group bv
9 JC Health ICT
182 KITT
KLM
10 KNAW-DANS
74 KNMI
50 Koninklijke Bibliotheek
76 Korps Landelijke Politiediensten
Lance ICT Group
45 LedGo
2.287 Lexis Nexis
693 LIACS
Locus postitioning
LUMC
Monet DB
3 MonetDB Solutions
Motec Medical
MyDataFactory
Naturalis
NCSI
NEMO
249 Neurensics
Nijgh & Van Ditmar
98 NLeSC
131 Noldus
Novay
285 NSpyre
NYOYN
9 OBI4WAN
ONVZ
OpenHealthHub
47 Ordina
25 Pagelink
644 Philips Electronics
Philips Medical
Politie Gelderland Zuid
Politie Nederland IV-organisatie
Portavita BV
Purac Biochem BV
9 Radboud University
522 Re-lion
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
Total Projects

Budget
at the
start
193

268

101
320
390
143
225

1.861
195
268

Cum.
Cost*
64
1.286
178
92
151
13
642
105
28
619
69
142
11
216
5
25
189
134
2.033
45
386
272
37
6

64

327
314

6.546
1.384
220
311

1.580
334
143

Subsidy*

550
175
29
68
6
194

4
54

60
60
753
15
5
121

6
22
10
38
472
139
19
136
120
61
43
63
1.184
1.476
241
62
10
6
2.643
334

156
139
5
50
23
19
255
623
28

917
135

Partner
Roessingh R&D
Roessingh Revalidatie
Sense Observation Systems
Sentient
Serious Toys
SightCorp
Smart Homes
Spinque
Stichting COMMIT
Strukton Embedded Solutions
Synergetics
Synerscope
Talking Trends
Teezir
Tendris
Textkernel
Thales NL
Third Sight
TI-Coast
TNO
TNO-ESI
Tom Tom
Top Institute Food Nutrition
Trendlight
TU Delft
TU Eindhoven
TWC
T-Xchange
U Tilburg
U Twente
U Utrecht
UMC Utrecht
UMC Groningen
UMC Nijmegen
Undagrid
Unilever
UvA
VDG
Vicar Vision
VideoDoc
Vital Health Software
VU
Waag Society
Wageningen WUR
WCC Development
Windesheim
Wireless Arnhem
Xeno-canto

Budget
at the
start
988
50

519

16.020
311

220
148
108
3.519
27
439
4.737
4.129
682
900
220
7.669
6.301
222
838
10.304
2.933

Cum.
Cost*
1.269
231
1.167
17
205
202
18
18

431
73
518
7
78

344

132

601

272

40
259

100

3.919

1.478

5.486
4.288
356
932

2.108
1.705
87

8.817
4.610
124

3.719
1.703
8

265
15.017
3.867

121
4.678
1.599

84
131
14.186

38

10.053
311
102
54

105
18
33
3.248
768
646
21
11
10

110.893 110.806

39.863

7.346
1.835
1.440
155

International Advisory Board of COMMIT. Each proposal followed from an invitation by the
COMMIT/Board to an outstanding public-private research leader, academic or industry-based.
From the first moment on, COMMIT/ has emphasized the importance of dissemination of scientific results,
and the importance of soliciting use-inspiration. COMMIT/ has also emphasized the usefulness of
synergy. Yearly Community Days have enhanced a strong community feeling, which is good for a
young generation of ICT-scientists to become aware of the importance of scientific depth &

C O M M I T / the Program

5.520

325
88
72
7.991
1.507
1.510
46
11
35
5

At the start, 90% of the funding has been invested in 16 projects, selected out of 26 proposals by the
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500

2.5 MEASURE BY MEASURE

excellence versus exploiting & contributing to the public-private ecosystems.

Subsidy*

COMMIT/
At midterm, the first results have been presented to the public at the event The Big Future of Data. Nothing
tells an easier story than a convincing demo.
Therefore, the event has been centred around
working demos. COMMIT/ actually functions as a
precursor to the wave of Big Data sweeping through
all levels of the societal fabrique. COMMIT’s projects
have one or another high-tech solution in place for Big
Data analysis.
In the second half, the Board has shifted the focus of
attention

towards

valorisation.

The

Board

has

launched a rolling incentive call to submit projects
funded

from

a

reservation

5M€

for

“Explaining your research can
be done in (many) words, but
explaining it while showing a
demo makes it a lot more
easy.” P06 WP05

strategic

augmentation in the course of the program. The projects have been handed out in competition to
ensure a maximal effect in internationalisation and valorisation. A total of 50 Valorisation Projects
have been selected in 2015-2016.
Towards the end, eight new (short running) projects have been launched as a connection to the era beyond
COMMIT/.

2.6 JUMP BY JUMP
Science in COMMIT/ has resulted in more than 4500 delivered items This is five times more than initially
anticipated. Some ten delivered items are confidential by the nature of the data, but the ICT Science
in it is not.
Dissemination did not require much stimulation to be effective. At the end of the program, ICT-Science will
appear in the press about once a week with the possibilities,
amazement and fears of the new technology. This has resulted
in a great many appearances in the press as well as
professional workshops, contacts and events.
Synergy, the connection with other worlds than the discipline of ICTScience alone, has created a new generation. COMMIT/ has
contributed to training T-shaped individuals, capable of
reaching out beyond their own disciplines. As a consequence
of the many contacts inside and outside the academic world
the young scientists have been exposed to, spin-offs are now
being created, much more than ever before.
Demonstrators are conversation pieces. Communication with the
outside world is more effective with demonstrators. COMMIT/
has contributed in bringing that message across to the ICTScience worlds for good. It is hard to bring across equations
and flow charts, much more so then a working demo. Such will
inspire, and the aim to inspire is the ultimate goal of public18 | P a g e
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private partnerships, especially in the age of Big Data.
Valorisation is an important goal of COMMIT. The Valorisation Projects have strengthened the binding of
COMMIT/ with the industrial ecosystem. It demonstrates the relevance of use-inspired fundamental
research for scientific output and at the same time for tools and technology on its way to market –
readiness. The program has doubled the (non)profit partners in the program, attracted by the
opportunities the results offer for a technological leap ahead.
Spin-off are the most powerful form of university valorisation. In the technical universities COMMIT/ has
effectively strengthened the scientific depth of start-ups. In the general universities where COMMIT/
is active, COMMIT/ spin-offs lead the way to the change in the academic climate. The Board is more
than happy with the current number of high-tech spin-offs, likely to increase when PhD-students are
finishing. The examples of successful company starts are evident to them. International acquisitions
of a few of COMMIT/ early partners and hightech to high-science labs belong to the most
prominent

successes

of

COMMIT/,

not

anticipated at the start of COMMIT/.
Human capital is the largest and the longest impact of
COMMIT/. COMMIT/ has produced a generation
of leaders in the future. COMMIT/ estimates that
at least two-thirds of all international students
stay on in the Netherlands for another decade
delivering the best of their abilities to their own
company or the companies participating in

“Sematic Mutalyzer is a
webservice and has
processed over 160 million
descriptions.” Jonathan Vis
P23

COMMIT.

2.7 STUMBLE BY STUMBLE
Politically, the Board has spent considerable effort in communicating the importance of ICT-Science and
Data-Science for the Netherlands, both in the political and science arenas of the Netherlands and
failed. The knowledge and know-how of COMMIT/ is a good point of reference to continue on building
the technical competences of Big Data in the Netherlands with a solid future for valorisation at a
world level. The Board feels that less impact has been reached in the end than the urgency of ICTScience in the Netherlands demands to face the international competition.
Internationalisation of public-private cooperation in the way it has been anticipated in the key performance
indicators at the start of the program has not played out that way. COMMIT/ has made contact with
NEM, the New European Media initiative, one of the European Technology Platforms (ETP) under
the Seventh Framework aiming at emerging businesses of networked and electronic media, later
extended to include the creative industry. NEM has been selected as the most modern, most
innovative of the ETP’s. In operation, NEM is too big and too much conservative to be a useful
frame of reference for COMMIT/ and its partners. When it was concluded that public-private
cooperation in ICT-Science has no advantage to participate, COMMIT/ has disconnected itself.
Another intensive investigation for an international connection was then targeted at EIT-Digital,
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under the inspiring chairmanship of Willem Jonker. There, after two years, COMMIT/ has sought a
complementary role outside EIT as it is too small and more importantly with its 5 years lifetime too
hasty to form a driving force at its core. The EIT Digital effort of the EU is 25 times as big in its search
eventually focusing on scale-up and later levels of technology readiness rather then on start-up as
COMMIT/ does. COMMIT/ focuses on seeds and consequently more on start-ups, spin-offs and alike.
And, there have been international contacts with sister organization in other countries. In the end,
that is the most natural way of connections. Whereas science and business each have flourishing
international connections (also within COMMIT/) as a way of living, the conclusion is that COMMIT/ is
too small to become an international player by itself.
Patents are the only item in the delivered items, which has lagged behind with expectation. Patents are hard
to count for COMMIT/. At least one case is known where a company applied for a patent on the basis
of work in a COMMIT/Project. From a more general view on patents, in the end, in the software
driven science patents are expensive - affordable to few - and not as important as in chemistry,
physics and pharmacology. To almost all software-based patents there is a work-around. And,
development in artificial intelligence and software is so fast that during the lifetime of a patent the
product is renovated 4-fold. In artificial intelligence, having the data, the knowledge and the knowhow is much more important. In software and communication, setting a standard is as effective as a
patent. This requires perseverance and mass reserved for only a few players. The role of COMMIT/
boils down to building informal intellectual property in the local eco-systems of the Netherlands.
Partners have entered and left COMMIT. COMMIT/ considers it a healthy if not essential sign that partners
do so. And, in the end, much more companies are entering than leaving. The project composition is
dynamic where needed and synergetic when opportunities arise. To have a close contact for each
project and almost all workpackages with a (non)profit partner transforms science and transform
young scientists for good.
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3 THE PROGRAM
3.1 THE CORE PROJECTS
The purpose of the core projects is to perform use-inspired ICT-Science. The International Advisory Board of
COMMIT/ has selected 16 projects from 26 proposals assembled at the start by the Board of
COMMIT. They can be divided in three larger groups of projects. Methods of computing including the
use of sensor information cover COMMIT/Projects P01 through P07. Projects P07 through P15 cover
research in the design, composition and security of systems. Projects P15 through P24 cover data,
network and compute infrastructure research.
COMMIT/P01 is all about retrieving information in a variety of application purposes. Information retrieval is
about methods for analysing content in multiple ways. Insight in the user may be derived from the
click patterns. Insight in the content of information may be derived from summarizing text or images
by their content. Insight in sound comes from decoding speech into text. All of these analyses are
non-trivial where enormous jumps have been made over the last decade. Information retrieval is also
about algorithms for synthesizing the outcomes of these analyses so as to produce a set of results in
response to an information need. And it is about principles for evaluating those results. Streamwatchr
demonstrates real-time semantic analysis developed within P01, applied to mining music listening
behaviour on Twitter.
COMMIT/P02 answers the growing need in society to interact with a computer. Authorities, for instance,
increasingly expect people to be able to solve their own problems and to take the initiative to ask for
support via web applications instead of being offered support by social workers visiting the area, as
once was the case. Some people are less well equipped for modern society than others. The IUALL
(I, You, All) P02-project starts from the idea that anybody should be able to interact with computer
systems. Universal Access calls for systems that are
designed also for people with, for instance, lowliteracy skills, small children, those living outside
their native country, the elderly and even those with
severe disabilities. The project approaches this
design challenge in two ways. First by investigating
technology with social intelligence and second by
investigating and producing tools for IT designers to
help them design for all.
COMMIT/P03 started about a year late, around the Dutch branch of Infosys. We aim to help adhere and
motivate the society towards a healthy tomorrow by empowering the individuals with a personalized
health and fitness coach which relies on the power of the smart phones (sensors and computation).
Given to the increasing percentage of unhealthy population in today’s society which can be attributed
to sedentary unhealthy lifestyle and excessive food intake, preventive and recuperative healthcare
becomes utmost important. Thus, a coaching application, which gives real-time, personalized
coaching considering ones physical, mental and emotional state will go a long way. The task
becomes somewhat easy with the heightening adoption and ubiquity of smartphones. For P03 the
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challenge is how effectively we can motivate people towards a healthy and fit regime by giving them
personalized feedback taking into account their physical, mental and social wellbeing.
COMMIT/P04 addresses virtual worlds as they play an increasingly important role in our lives as places
where you meet and make friends. Moreover, they influence the way we live, learn, communicate,
heal, and entertain. When designed and applied appropriately they will have a strong positive
influence on our wellbeing. Wellbeing, or vitality, has at least three components: the physical body,
the perception in the mind and the emotional state of the person. Current virtual worlds, however,
exhibit poor affect and, therefore, do not offer a rich, emotional experience. The P04-project aims to
enrich the determination of wellbeing to enable an increase in the degree of wellbeing by changing a
virtual world including the emotional perspective.
COMMIT/P06 researches cognitive complex tasks. Although computers are far better at computational tasks
than humans, humans still have an advantage in for example visual
recognition. When combining human and computer capacities, we
may benefit from the best of both worlds, which opens new
possibilities in deploying ICT in solving socio-economic problems.
The ICT-Science challenge of P06 is exactly this: modelling and
evaluating human input for multimedia content access for the
purpose of integrating this input with automatic data analysis. The
project emphasizes the need for integrating large crowds in the
multimedia annotation processes, maximization of the quality of
human input and smart use of CPU-power for improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of multimedia content access in large
data collections. This leads to the notion of human computation
power, defined as crowd size times quality of input times CPUpower, which is the main paradigm of the project.
COMMIT/P07 recognizes it is of vital importance to keep knowledge
workers healthy and happy. Technology is changing our life and
work styles rapidly. There is a tendency to move less, to have fewer
breaks and take less time for relaxation all leading to increased societal costs due to lifestyle related
health risks (e.g. burn-out). P07 focuses to use sensor technologies to monitor physical and
emotional wellbeing and help to change behaviour when necessary. The main ICT challenge is to
develop algorithms that can recognize human physical activity, identify work tasks and to estimate
physical fitness, workload and mental strain on the basis of combining heterogeneous raw sensor
data streams (e.g. video, posture, heart rate, computer interaction). The (securely stored) personal
data is analysed to find personal behavioural patterns leading to strain and fatigue. Finally, user
centric reasoning methods are developed in order to learn effective personalized feedback strategies.
COMMIT/P08 focuses on opportunistic sensing for safety in public spaces. Its goal is to collect, analyse and
disseminate data by means of a sensor network. Opportunistic sensing systems consist of changing
constellations of wireless sensor nodes that, for a limited amount of time, work together to achieve a
common goal. Examples are the collection of data on city stress (noise, CO2 levels) or the movement
of pedestrians and traffic in urban environments by means of smartphones. Opportunistic sensing
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from mobiles in most cases may cover large areas over time. It is estimated that 2000 opportunistic
sensors collect, within the same timeframe, as much information as 20.000 static sensors.
Opportunistic sensing is often combined with opportunistic and delay tolerant communication. This
ensures that data is disseminated, even if there is no complete communication path from source to
destination (sensor to server/database), a valuable addition to centralized communication.
Deployment of opportunistic systems, including mobile phones, offers the opportunity to collect
information in places normally not covered by other sensors.
COMMIT/P09 addresses ad-hoc communication as it happens in crowds. Since a few years, the city of
Arnhem is organizing the World Statue Festival where 250.000 people visit the relatively small
downtown area. We ask ourselves if it is possible to gain insight in how these people move and
organize while attending the festival. Can we automatically extract information on the popularity of art
through these movements? The P09, Extreme Wireless Distributed Systems project, takes inspiration
from managing and controlling large crowds of people. We assume that thousands of sensing
devices, say a smartphone, are present inside a crowd, leading to local, internal observations that are
not geographically restricted to a specific instrumented area. Then we need to overcome extreme
networking conditions that have not been tackled before: large scalability, extreme high densities,
mobility and real-time performance. The scientific ICT challenge for EWiDS is to automatically extract
and analyse the evolving structure of large groups of (autonomous) mobile entities, be they people as
in crowds, tagged cargo as in logistics or bicycles in a city.
COMMIT/P11 takes on the increase in the rate of innovation of complex industrial software by improving the
software development process. The main emphasis is on finding faults as early as possible in the
development process by using modelling techniques. This includes both design models, which are
part of the design flow that result in code, and analysis models that
evaluate certain aspects, such as performance or correctness. An
important challenge is to combine these two types of models in the
development process and obtain a smooth integration of, for instance,
performance analysis and formal verification. Another challenge is to
incorporate model-based testing techniques based on design models.
The challenges mentioned above are motivated by the observation that
many companies spend too much time on the software development
process.
COMMIT/P12 creates viable situational awareness systems. The key challenge
is to develop technologies that can automatically collect, align, reason
upon and visualize information from a number of heterogeneous sources
pertaining to public safety and security. There is a significant amount of
data available that is continuously being collected concerning moving
objects (i.e. people, vehicles, aircrafts or vessels). Assimilating this large and varying data set into
information that can pinpoint areas of increased risk is formidable. Accuracy at all stages is essential.
False information introduced early in the analysis process can give disastrous conclusions at the end.
The case study chosen by Metis is the management of large maritime areas. Here operators have
the task to monitor and manage large numbers of vessels and to make informed decisions. These
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decisions primarily concern actions to take to ensure a safe and secure environment. Traditional and
reliable sources of information such as radar are essential but if these can be enhanced with
information gleaned from the internet and other sources then a whole new insight can be presented.
Information and images from uncontrolled websites, social media sources and “semi-official”
databases whilst being potentially valuable are not semantically aligned, complete or necessary
reliable.
COMMIT/P15 handles trusted healthcare services by developing novel security and privacy mechanisms.
The project focuses on e-Health where considerable concerns about privacy and security of all that
data that we share or submit are present. The lack of trust was the reason for the Dutch Senate not
to pass the bill for the proposed nationwide Electronic Patient Records system even though many
millions were spent building the system. We investigate how to measure, indicate and enhance trust
in services driven by ICT technologies as well as reliability of data. The project also investigates and
develops technologies to automatically detect and prevent leakage of sensitive information. And, the
project develops new breakthrough technology that enables privacy-preserving data mining and
social networking focusing on their efficiency and applicability to real-life scenarios.
COMMIT/P19 handles database technology for discovery inspired by Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (16321723), as he revealed hidden worlds of bacteria, protozoa and blood cells. Detailed observations
have laid the foundations of many disciplines followed. Digital archives, too complex to grasp by a
single researcher's eye call for new instruments, that is for innovative database and data mining
technology. How to handle huge amounts of data for information gathering and efficient decisionmaking? The core ICT-Science topics are: How do we store and index them? How can we find useful
patterns of behaviour and user profiles in these volumes? How can we simplify discovery by better
exploration? How to categorize, classify and learn user profiles? Last, but not least, how to ensure
clean data. All this in the context of Big Data, where efficient use of the underlying computer
infrastructure is essential to bend the slope of the ever increase drive to collect and analyse data.
COMMIT/P20 manages Big Data and makes sense out of these data puts demands on performance,
scalability and energy-efficiency of infrastructures.
The demands are commonly addressed by new
hardware of various generations and sorts,
inevitably leading to heterogeneous systems. The
virtualization of computer, storage, and network
resources leads to resource management known
as

cloud

challenges

computing.
with

There

the

are

application

significant
of

cloud

computing to scientific computing, different from
the way industry does it currently. Tools for
scientific computing will have to take into account
that computer resources will be spread over a
multitude

of

different

parties,

computer

environments, and interfaces. The ICT challenge of Project P20 is to ease the management of highly
complicated scientific computing infrastructures.
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COMMIT/P23 aims to improve the availability and accessibility of scientific knowledge. This holds for
dissemination of results through traditional and scientific publications. The inspiration for
Data2Semantics comes from the wish, both by the scientists as the general public, to have open
access to public-funded research data. Also EU Commissioner Ms. Neelie Kroes promotes to
opening up scientific data. The Data2Semantics project focuses on data management in e-Science
but its results can be generalized to other open government scenarios. How to share, publish,
interpret and reuse scientific data on the Web? We
must transform structurally heterogeneous data into
shareable

form.

This

must

be

done

while

maintaining source integrity. We must construct or
maintain provenance information: metadata about
origin and transformations both equally important to
trace the sources of information. We must find ways
to

link

between

semantically

heterogeneous

datasets. And finally, users must be able to detect
and

manage

semantic

concept

drift,

which

describes the difference in meaning in disparate
semantic descriptions.

Numbers and graphics are for
techies, others want it simpler
/ different. How do you
provide everybody with its
personalised interface? ASML
P07 VP03/VP09

COMMIT/P26, finally, is inspired by the food supply chain as an economic driver. Optimizing the quality,
security, and safety of the food supply chain is one of the societal challenges of Horizon2020.
Knowledge on food and food production has become a primary export product of the Netherlands,
most notably to China. Innovative information technology is crucial for transparent food research,
intelligent food production and well-informed consumers. The ICT challenge of e-FoodLab is to
generate and disclose semantically enriched content while minimizing human effort for creating and
accessing this information. The underlying data is highly distributed and heterogeneous. Given
complex data, transparency is achieved through advanced ICT incorporating expert knowledge.

3.2

THE VALORISATION PROJECTS

The purpose of the Valorisation Projects is to reach with new partners a new form of valorisation given the
results of the core projects. Effectively, Valorisation Projects demonstrate the power of ICT-Science
to solve (much) more than one application. The crucial point is that for ICT-Science it is frequently
much easier to go to a completely different field and solve the same ICT-Science there too, then to
1

solve the next ICT-problem in the same domain . Valorisation Projects are easy to apply to, mostly
110K€ in size of which 50% is subsidy, will be asked for three delivered items (one in ICT-Science,
one in dissemination, and one in valorisation) and have a life time of 6 months effectively. The
selection of 2013 was on 15 proposals of which 10 were accepted. The selection 2014 was focused
on great ICT-Science ideas, spin-off initiatives, out-placements with large industrial labs and
internships, next to the usual project-valorisation of the first round. It has yielded 64 proposals of
which 47 have been awarded. The selection 2015 has been extended. In 2015, 21 proposals have
been received of which 19 have been awarded. In total 21 new partners have entered COMMIT/ due
1

For this reason, we believe the role of ICT-integrators like IBM, CGI and others is needed in good interplay with ICT-innovation.
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to the Valorisation Projects, To name a few: Unilever, Nijgh & van Ditmar, KLM, Spinque and 8Dgames.
COMMIT/VP04 Include is part of P02 and includes Eagle Science, TNO and as a new partner NSpyre. It
aimed for a digital toolbox for enabling SME to independently integrate inclusive design in their ICT
product and service developments.
COMMIT/VP05 Non-linear game play is part of P02 and includes University of Twente and Thales as
partners. The project is on valorising the knowledge on the interactive storytelling approach into the
SDM Game Suite.
COMMIT/VP07 Measuring less to feel more is part of P04 and includes Waag as partner and Inreda as a
new partner. The project is on rethinking the care of Diabetes-patients in a user-driven way to make
people stay at home longer independently.
COMMIT/VP08 Coaching against burnout is part of P07 and includes Sense RD and Roessingh RD as
partners. The project is on unhealthy stress related lifestyles form a major risk for burnout, generating
enormous costs to organisations and society.
COMMIT/VP09 Fishualization is part of P07 and includes TNO and Noldus as partners. The project is on
enabling employees to gain insights into their working habits to reduce stress levels, prevent burnout
and increase productivity.
COMMIT/VP12 Going with the flow is part of P09 and includes VU as partner and Wireless Arnhem as a
new partner. The project is on automatically measuring the flow and of (groups of) people as they
move through the city of Arnhem.
COMMIT/VP14 A GIS system is part of P19 and includes UTwente as partner and Arcardis as a new
partner. The project is on providing a software framework for Arcadis’ Geograhical Information
System (GIS) customers.
COMMIT/VP15 COMMissioner is part of P20 and includes TUDelft as partner and Bitbrains as a new
partner. The project is on development, and eventually empirical validation of a proof-of-concept
portfolio scheduler.
COMMIT/VP18 Rosanne unstructured data is part of P26 and includes WUR as partner and Campina,
Purac and Unilever as new partners. The project is on Facilitation semantic data tables within
otherwise unstructured formats so tables are annotated and handled by shared vocabularies.
COMMIT/VP19 ACT is part of P01 and includes UvA as partner and Columbia University. The project is on
increasing the scientific and application level by an exchange project of 5 PhD students with the lab
of prof. Shih-Fu Chang.
COMMIT/VP20 Game based knowledge engineering is part of P02 and includes Thales and UTwente as
partners. The project is on Examining if a game-artefact can be used as an alternative knowledge
engineering tool to understand human dynamic decision making.
COMMIT/VP21 StarBot is part of P02 and includes UTwente as partner. The project is on telepresence
robots suited for application for the general public embedded in the real world.
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COMMIT/VP22 Internet of touch is part of P04 and includes HvA as partner and Info.nl as a new partner.
The project is on preparing a spin-off for a product that enables touch over a distance by a touch
device, mobile application, and back-end service.
COMMIT/VP23 Visual analytics internship is part of P07 and includes TNO as partner. The project is on
helping people detect unhealthy working and living patterns by this project with the Fraunhofer
Institute.
COMMIT/VP24 Available health data everywhere is part of P19 and includes Eurocottage as a partner and
OpenHealthHub as a new partner. This project and start-up provides up-to-date, regional information
on the healthcare sector, to allow them to make more conscious decisions..
COMMIT/VP25 Datalab is part of P23 and includes VU and Synerscope as partners. This project develops a
high level environment that allows for quick prototyping, unit testing and ‘self-documenting' data
analysis.
COMMIT/VP26 Mass: Monitoring speed skaters is part of P20 and includes HvA as a partner and LIACS as
a new partner. The project aims to monitor Dutch speed skaters during training to improve
performance at future European, World and Olympic championships.
COMMIT/VP27 BiomApps is part of P23 and includes VU, Elsevier as partners and LIACS and Naturalis as
new partners. The project intended to make a bridge between DATA2SEMANTICS and e-Biobanking
for the access to physiological knowledge.
COMMIT/VP28 Muytalyzer for sequencing is part of P23 and includes VU and LUMC as partners. The
project’s aim is to link information about diseases to information on transcription-factor binding sites
on the DNA.
COMMIT/VP29 CaolorieWatcher is part of P06 and includes UvA as partner and Ordina as a new partner.
The project goal is to make a prototype app for Google glass, which provides real-time calorie
information of a food product.
COMMIT/VP30 Quantified Reading is part of P07 and includes TNO, Noldus, Eagle Sciene as partners and
Nijgh & van Ditmar as a new partner. The goal is to develop and test a system to measure, to
interpret and to correlate the emotions of the readers with the content.
COMMIT/VP31 Organising SARNET services is part of P20 and includes UvA as partner and KLM as a new
partner. The goal is to discover by observation and reasoning whether an attack is developing, and
what the associated risk is.
COMMIT/VP32 QUINN: Query updates for news is part of P07 and includes TNO and Radboud University
as partners and LexisNexis as a new partner. The goal is to support users of LexisNexis in keeping
the topic queries up to date by providing suggestions for query modifications.
COMMIT/VP33 Social Zap is part of P06 and includes Beeld & Geluid, TUDelft, Videodoc, Auxilium and UvA
as partners. The proof-of-concept of Social Zap was realized in this COMMIT/ project. We aim at
developing the system for a professional environment.
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COMMIT/VP34 VideoStoryXL is part of P06 and includes Beeld & Geluid, UvA and Videodoc as partners.
The project is on developing and testing solutions for searching and exploring large multimedia
archives by event recognition using visual features.
COMMIT/VP35 Brainwave is part of P07 and includes EagleScience, TNO, UvA and Vicar Vison as partners
and Nijgh & van Ditmar as a new partner. The project’s aim is to analyse the emotional state while
reading a book of Arnon Grunberg outside a laboratory setting.
COMMIT/VP36 GREAT is part of P02 and includes UTwente as a partner, and LedGo and De Hoogstraat as
new partners. The project is on an interactive application to improve motivation and engagement in
gait rehabilitation, crucial to the success of a game based therapy.
COMMIT/VP37 Tasty Bits and Bytes is part of P04 and includes UTwente as a partner. The project is on
exploring ICT to enhance flavour experiences of food and beverages, nudging people towards eating
more slowly and other habits.
COMMIT/VP38 Hatherga: Healthy ageing by therapeutic gaming is part of P04 and includes 8D Games as a
new partner. Together with physiotherapists and practitioners, 8D Games aims to aid therapists in
taking care for elderly people.
COMMIT/VP39 CrowdMon is part of P08 and includes UTwente as a partner and Locus positioning as a
new partner. The project goal is to enhance context awareness in public safety with accurate WiFipositioning for crowd management and emergencies.
COMMIT/VP40 Local Amber Alert Cocoon is part of P08 and includes UTwente as a partner. The project
goal is the development of an integrated service and small-scale experiments to trace and locate lost
objects.
COMMIT/VP41 Data Reliability is part of P15 and includes TU/e as a partner and Lance ICT Group as a
new partner. P15 developed a system to characterize the quality of medical measurements taken by
patients for integration in a ICT-Lance tool.
COMMIT/VP42 Live TV Enrichments is part of P01 and includes UvA and The Widget Company (TWC) as
partners. The goal of this valorisation proposal is to accelerate the development of a framework for
live TV content enrichment.
COMMIT/VP44 DigiBird is part of P06 and includes Rijksmuseum,
Naturalis, Beeld en Geluid and Xeno-canto Foundation for
Nature Sounds as a new partner. The goal is to integrate
three audience crowdsourcings for images, videos and
sounds.
COMMIT/VP46 3D geospatial data exploration for modern risk management systems is part of P19 and
includes CWI and Monet DB Solutions as partner and NLeSC as a new partner. Geodan, Fugro and
Deltares participate between the curtains as in official partners. The project is on efficient risk and
water management, since 55% of the country is below the sea level. Efficient risk assessment
requires large-scale flood simulations with high precision. The goal is to modernize generation and
manipulation of these datasets by using a Geospatial Database Management Systems. This
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approach stores the raw data sets, and transforms, combines and processed them only when
needed, thereby vastly improving flexibility and performance.
COMMIT/VP47 Buurtinzicht Knowledge Mile is part of P01 and includes HvA as a partner and CrossmarX
and Gemeente Amsterdam as new partners. The project will use the algorithms developed in P01 to
improve the information position of the neighbourhood community by offering useful data.
COMMIT/VP48 DIABETTER is part of P04 and includes De Waag and Inreda. The project will research and
test the technical and functional demands of an Artificial Pancreas (AP) for children and their parents.
The AP is a technology to help people with diabetes automatically control their blood glucose level by
providing the substitute functionality (insulin and glucagon delivery) of a healthy pancreas.
COMMIT/VP52 Aafje zorghotel is part of P04 and includes CGI as partner and Stichting Aafje Thuiszorg as
a new partner. The project is on creating situations where a group of patients can work their
rehabilitation apart from live therapeutic supervision. Playing serious games securing that correct
movements are completed, directed by game logic. Wrong performed exercises will slow down the
progress of the game, consequently guided to correct carried out actions.
COMMIT/VP53 Extending Relevancer for Detailed Analysis of Big Tweet Data Sets is part of P01 and
includes Radboud University as a partner and Floodtags as a new partner. The project goal is to
integrate Relevancer in real-time operational tools of water managers and disaster responders in the
context of flood crises.
COMMIT/VP54 Smart COPI: Smart Consolidation of Product Information is part of P19 and includes
UTwente as a partner and Mydatafactory as a new partner. The project goal is to aid companies in
dealing with product data quality issues in a manner that uses human effort and expertise as
efficiently as possible by employing advanced machine learning and information retrieval technology.
COMMIT/VP62 VideoStoryXL is part of P06 and includes Beeld & Geluid, UvA and Videodoc as partners.
The project is on developing and testing solutions for searching and exploring large multimedia
archives by event recognition using visual features.
COMMIT/VP64 ADE is part of P07 and includes Eagle
Science Software and TNO as partners in cooperation
with Studio Nick Verstand. The project results of P07
and VP35 will be brought one step closer to the market at the opening act of the Amsterdam Dance
th

Event (ADE) on October 19 , 2017. People from the audience will listen to specifically for this event
composed music, while sensors measure their emotions in real-time. These measurements will then
be used to control an enormous light globe on top of the “A’dam tower”, which can be seen from the
entire city.

3.3 THE SWALLOW PROJECTS
As a connection to the period beyond COMMIT/, the Board has issued a project call for Swallow Projects.
With a budget between 125K and 250K subsidy and the same amount of own money, the call
requested the project to be built around an existing science partner in COMMIT/, a scientific partner
new to COMMIT/ and a (non)profit partner new to COMMIT/. The selection in 2015 has been done in
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two rounds. The call has been responded to by 20 proposals, several of which have been modified
after rejection and filled in an updated version. In the end, a total of 8 proposals have been awarded.
The ultimate end date of the SWALLOW-projects is June 2017. Awarded Swallow Projects, 5500250K in size, 50% is subsidy.
COMMIT/SP01 Lost & Found is part of P08 and includes UTwente as partner and Undagrid and Locus
Positioning as new partners. The project is on the development of commercially, viable, large scale,
location based technologies and services.
COMMIT/SP04 Graphalyzing4Security is part of P19 and includes CWI as a partner and LDBC and
OBI4WAN as a new partner. The project is on ICT-technologies to perform on-line analysis of large
graphs with rich text, to be updated continuously.
COMMIT/SP12 R3D3 is part of P02 and includes UTwente, de Politie and Vicar Vision as partners and
Iretail, NEMO and Sentient as new partners. The project is on situated natural language dialogue
combining lingual and nonverbal understanding in real-life.
COMMIT/SP15 Big Data Veracity is part of P15 and includes TU/e as partner and Smart Homesand Lance
ICT as new partners. The project is on semi-automated systems in industry, healthcare and office
and for sensor data control.
COMMIT/SP17 SWALLOW is part of P20 and includes VU as partner and ONVZ as a new partner. The
project is on combination of sensors from large numbers of mobile users to gather information about
groups of people.
COMMIT/SP18 Smart Play Sets is part of P04 and includes UvA and HvA as partners and NYOYN and TU/e
as new partners. The project aims to develop smart play sets for early detection of derailment of
healthy development of motor skills.
COMMIT/SP21 PRANA-DATA is part of P07 and includes TNO, Radboud University as partners and
UMCM, UMCG, Portavita and Synergetics as new partners. The project aims at the development of
architecture for performing data analysis and machine learning of distributed health data while
respecting privacy.
COMMIT/SP23 ControCurator is part of P06 and includes VU and UvA as partners and Crowdynews and
CAS as new partners. A key scientific challenge is to capture human knowledge from training data in
a way that is scalable to real-world needs.
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4 RESULTS
The numbers of delivered items by COMMIT/Projects is 4702, split over 10 categories and illustrated in
subsequent paragraphs.

4.1 SCIENCE
Use-inspired research pursued as an inspiration for most challenging questions to science, and it
strengthens the competitive edge of industry. Contrary to the tone of the public debate where
high-quality research is often said to be contradictory to use-inspired research, the Board has
never observed this contrast in COMMIT/. Creating uniqueness in research gives an advantage in
a competitive industrial world.
In measuring quality, COMMIT/ gives priority to the impact. The Board supports the appreciation of
researchers by the impact of their publications in hindsight, and the rating of journals and
conferences in the respective subfields of ICT as a measure to estimate that in the future. The Board
perceives the systems and software deliveries in COMMIT/ as an indicator to show the reality of a
theoretical approach by a proof on real data. User-studies as a sign of use-inspired ICT research,
especially when in the beginning stages of the program, user studies and user specifications have
been concluded. Awards are a token of recognition by scientific peers, with the precaution that there
is a random element in their assignment. As in all peer-judgements, it is safe to assume that random
and presentation factors will influence the outcome. On the other hand, one can safely assume that
the average number and quality of the awards over all projects reveal the quality of the research.
Best paper awards, the young career awards, and the 10-year retrospective awards for seniors are
most interesting in this regard as they are derived from an estimated impact of the research.
Papers (item 1) and presentations (item 2). The projects in COMMIT/ have delivered a total of 1028 science
papers in journals and 1301 presentations at international conferences. From this enormous pile,
we present only a few samples here to illuminate the topics briefly.
The P01 project gave a workshop at ECCV 2016 on Novel design principles interfacing biological and
artificial vision. P02 published an article describing the interactive tag playground for young adults
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and children. The IEEE Symposium on Technology and Society accepted a paper of P03 on Sensor
based coaching for a fit and healthy society. At Eurohaptics 2016 P04 gave a workshop on social
touch in human robot interaction. DigiBird: on the fly
collection supported by the crowd is a paper from P06.
P07 published about stress in office environments is a
big concern, often leading to burnout. P08 was present

“Simulator Combos dwingt
ingenieurs hun lijst met
snufjes in te perken.” Steven
Havemans P11

at Euaopean Data Forum 2016. A publication on
Visualizing, Clustering, and Predicting the Behavior of
Museum Visitors of P09 was also tested in several
musea in The Netherlands. Research from P11 was
published in the International Workshop on Quantitative
Aspects of Programming Languages and System. In
P12’paper on probabilistic model-based assessment of

information quality in uncertain domains, a step is made towards surveillance of information from
various sources. In the International Journal of Medical Informatics an article appeared about the
validation of a survey instrument to assess patient trust, within the setting of anticoagulation
treatment from P15. At the International Workshop on Human-In-the-Loop Data Analytics P19
published Have a Chat with Clustine, Conversational Engine to Query Large Table. IEEE Computer
published A Medium-Scale Distributed System for Computer Science Research: Infrastructure for the
Long Term about the history and impact of the DAS system, a highlights of P20. P23 wrote a chapter
for the Handbook of Pattern Recognition and Computer Vision. The Swallow Project SP15 BIG DATA
VERACITY presented a novel approach to extract signatures from a big number of forensic logs. The
For P26, the ask-Valerie system addressed the challenge of innovative research output in agronomy
& forestry at EFITA2015.
Software (item 3) and systems (item 4). The projects have delivered a total of 735 software packages,
systems and demonstrators. Here follows a random selection. Researchers in P02 created an
interactive LED screen and run a pilot in Hilversum. The INTELiRun application of P03 is a product of
state of the art joint industry and academic research in health and fitness in the Netherlands and
available in the Google Play store. Semantic Mutalyzer P23 is a web service, to support checks of
sequence variant nomenclature according to the guidelines of the Human Genome Variation Society
and has processed over 160 million descriptions. SP Smart Play Sets made a system for sensing and
storage for motor skills data. A version of the eXtensible Text Analysis Suite was released by P01
following an earlier version. P02 delivered a second prototype of a serious game for social interaction
in the training of police officers, including on the architecture of AGENT and it delivered a game in
which the player is a crisis manager during a Cyber attack. P03 has published the data resulting from
a survey with 350 participants. The participants were instructed to rate motivational messages, crosschecked with determinants that influence behaviour. P04 published software for an interactive wall for
elderly with dementia, one prototype of which is permanently installed in De Keyzer of Amsta in
Amsterdam. As part of the SocialZap demo of P06, software was released improving the learning of
concepts from social media to find semantically related concepts from Wikipedia, WordNet and Flickr.
A co-operation with P15 described the privacy risks of the rehabilitation portal of P07. P09 worked,
among others, on a movement patterns in a crowd modelled as a dynamic proximity graph. P11
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released the Axini TestManager of March 2015 with many improvements based on feedback from the
usage of TestManager at ProRail and Philips. To support the new realistic (Thales) operational
reasoning model a new reasoned component has been fully integrated in the Metis P12 proof-ofconcept system and is now on a demonstrable level of quality. P19 created a recommender system.
P20 built Cookery, a Domain Specific Language, hiding the complexity of parallel, distributed systems
behind a simple English language-based syntax. A web interface to the Dutch grid was released by
the e-Biobanking project, P24. Already in 2012, the e-Foodlab project, P26, has introduced the
research management system Tiffany and the Excel add-on Rosanne to annotate data to help
researchers document their work updated ever since.
User studies (item 5). The projects have delivered a total of 259 user studies frequently in close cooperation
with the (non)profit partners in their projects. Model-based testing at FEI Company, partner of P11,
resulted in useful suggestions for further improvement and better insight in the applicability of modelbased testing. P02 developed an Alarmsysteem for seniors and Tasty Bits & Bytes for two different
types of yoghurts to influence flavour perception by digital visual stimuli. Haptic human-robot
interaction in P04 on their emotional state interacted with a robot pet. Interactieve E-books Brainwave
of P07 did a pilot on the emotional state of the user while reading a book of Arnon Grunberg at home.
P01 reports on our participation in the reputation dimension task of the CLEF RepLab 2014
evaluation to classify social media updates into eight predefined categories. P03 presented the
wishes of runners for sport applications in the user report Preliminary App results during events.
People in elderly homes were instrumental in validating the prototypes and scenarios of the Virtual
worlds for wellbeing, P04. P06 compared the annotations of images performed by experts with
anonymous crowd annotations, for the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. P07 ran an experiment to
manipulate feedback and success experience through technology-supported feedback in the SWELL
project. P09 learned about crowd emotions
and crowd behavior in waiting crowds in
different situations. P11 reported a study
of the TestManager at a large railway
organization. Triggered by the COMMIT/
YouTube

video

footage of P12, the

Equador Navy has contacted the project to
see whether we can deliver knowledge
and expertise. P15 ran usability studies
with patients and care professionals of The
Roessingh Portal using a thinking-aloud protocol. P19 performed a pilot that has been conducted for
the Milieudienst Rijnmond. P23 conducted a usability study with computer science students and
Reed Elsevier employees on the tools of partner Synerscope.
The awards (item 6). The projects have achieved a total of 143 awards. An almost random selection: Martin
Kersten received the SIGMOD Edgar F. Codd Innovations Award awarded to those who have made
significant contributions to database systems and databases. Frank van Harmelen, P23, received the
ISWC 10-year impact award on his research on the semantic triple-store Sesame. Henri Bal, P20,
received the Euro-Par Achievement Award in appreciation of his outstanding and sustained
contributions to parallel processing in the Netherlands and beyond, including his research on parallel
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programming environments and his work on the DAS infrastructure. Peter Boncz, P19, received the
Humboldt Research Award from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, allowing him to spend
research time at the TU Munich. Henri Bal, P20, and Arnold Smeulders became a member of the
Academia Europeana. Peter Apers and Arnold Smeulders have been elected ICT Personality of the
year by Netherlands ICT. Christoph Kofler, working in the SEALINC P06-project was awarded the
Google European Doctoral Fellowship on Video Search based on his work on video search intent,
with an almost obvious consequence for the estimated value of the approach. Cees Snoek P06 in
2013 and Alexander Iosup P20 in 2016 have received the highest
award in ICT Research in the Netherlands. The proposal for a
contextual, personalized app for word finding for aphasia patients
from P07 has received the Hersenstichting’s Kwaliteitsprijs. The
paper on Intercloud Architecture for Interoperability and Integration
from P20 won the best paper award at Cloudcomputing 2012. P01project’s Mena Habib won the Best Student Paper Award with
Improving Toponym Disambiguation by Iteratively Enhancing
Certainty of Extraction. In P20, Jacopo Urbani defended his thesis On Web-scale reasoning receiving
the Cum Laude predicate. P23 yielded the Enlighten Your Research Global award at the Super
Computing 2013 conference in Denver. P04, Arne Hillebrand received the NGI Information Thesis
from the Royal Holland Society of Sciences for a successful algorithm simulating groups of people.
The project, P02, received a Best Paper Award for The Recognition of Acted Interpersonal Stance in
Police Interrogations presented at the 4th International Conference on Cognitive Infocommunications.
P20 won the SCALE challenge at CCGrid 2014 for the best scalable computing solution. The paper
Data Leakage Quantification by THeCS, P15, received the Best Student Paper Award. The Most
Influential

Paper

Award

is given

every year

at

the

International

Requirements Engineering Conference to the paper from the conference 10
years earlier. P06, Amirhossein Habibian, won the Best Paper Award at
ACM International Conference on Multimedia 2014 for VideoStory. Daan
Odijk of P01 won the CIKM2015 Best Student Paper Award. Best Linked
Open Data Application won the 3d Prize with LOD Laundromat by P23 to
clean and re-publish datasets. Gijs Huisman was nominated by Vrij
Nederland received Nerd 101 as Third in the category wearables. P08
received the Best Paper Award for Online Change Detection for Energy-Efficient Mobile
Crowdsensing. Okan Turkes won the Entrepreneurship Challenge Cup in the CuriousU Summer
School. Alan Hanjalic Project Leader became a IEEE Fellow. P06 also won the Multimedia Grand
Challenge Award, ACM Multimedia 2015. The Award at Accountability Hack was for Hannes
Mühleisen P19. The ACM ICMI Ten-Year Technical Impact Award was for Wessel Kraaij, Project
Leader of P07, co-author of the wining paper.
The Board of COMMIT/ is very satisfied with the quantity and quality of the science. COMMIT/, and Dutch
ICT Science at large, produces world-level research. A good 1028 papers (+1301 presentations)
have been delivered in international peer-reviewed journals and conferences, a sample of which has
been given above. With a target set at the start of COMMIT/ to deliver 20 systems and software
packages, the COMMIT/Board considers the quality and quantity of the delivered software and
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systems, 735 as an adequate proof of the directedness of the program to produce verifiable results in
the outside science world. In the projects, many user studies have been conducted, 259 in total. The
COMMIT/Board evaluates the number and depth of user studies a proof of the drive to perform useinspired research. The COMMIT/Board is delighted with the quality and quantity of national and
international awards, 143 in total. Whether earned prior to COMMIT/ and brought along or achieved
on the basis of the work in COMMIT/, they are both signs of the quality of the scientific work in
COMMIT/. The Board concludes the scientists in COMMIT/ have succeeded in reaching the target of
world-class research in ICT.

4.2 DISSEMINATION
Dissemination is the first and foremost step to open the doors
between society and science. It is needed to make more
of science than amazement for unintelligible equations
and specifications. The equations should not go, but the
purposes and impact should be explained in clear terms.
In the age of television and talk-shows with a fast pace
and a light tone of voice, dissemination of science and ICT
in particular is not simple. Yet, one can observe that the
most prominent disciplines of science have invested in the
skill to bring the hidden value of science across.
COMMIT/ also stimulates dissemination by science
writers and an active social media policy.

Learning skills: storytelling

COMMIT/ Research (item 8) has reached the press. Guido van ’t Noordende, P20 received broad and
sustained coverage with his views on security and privacy with regards to the Dutch online medical
record EPD. Dirk Heylen P02, was interviewed in NRC Handelsblad on the work of the sleeve
enabling remote touch for the elderly. Data2Semantics P23 Pieter Adriaans, obtained international
exposure on Information in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. In 2013 NRC/Next featured a
front-page article about mediated social touch of the Virtual Worlds for Wellbeing project P04.
Likewise, the SWELL project reached the Dutch Volkskrant. P19 was interviewed on the radio on
NSA discussing the technical possibilities of Big Data and its consequences as conducted in P19.
Jacopo Urbani’s work on Semantic Web was covered in Parool. The P02 project appeared in the
science column of the De Telegraaf discussing the Serious Game demonstrator at a workshop of the
Dutch Police. The SENSEI’s City Runner App was published in the weekend edition of het Parool.
For the P04 project, Ben Kröse and Laurean Serne were interviewed by BNR on the purpose of the
interactive wall and the subsequent start-up. For the SEALINC P06-project, Cees Snoek appeared in
the TV- Klokhuis to explain whether computer can think like humans. Research of the EWiDS project
in the Holland Dance Festival got attention resulting in two radio items NTR and BRT1. P23
disseminated their research to the ASML community at a tech talk. KLM’s entry to P20 was picked up
by Computable and IT-Executive. Roland Geraerts of VIEWW contributed with his research on crowd
simulation for the start of the Tour de France as mentioned by NOS, RTL Nieuws, BNR Nieuwsradio,
De Telegraaf, Algemeen Dagblad, and Automatiseringsgids. Vogelen in het Rijksmuseum was
mentioned in the NOS Journal, RTL Nieuws, De Telegraaf, Nu.nl, and IQ Intel giving exposure to
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Lora Aroya and Lizzy Jongma of P06. Arnold Smeulders shared his views ‘Monopolies als Google
worden vanzelf uitgehold’ in Financieel Dagblad and ‘Je krijgt vanzelf een tegenbeweging’ in De
Groene Amsterdammer. NRC published ‘COMMIT/Partner gekocht door groot Amerikaans bedrijf’,
about Euvision being bought by Qualcomm. ‘Technologie voor iedereen’: minister Plasterk bij TNO
over inclusive design in Engineersonline.nl was an interview of Kim Kranenborg of IUALL, P02 on a
toolbox to help organisations make their websites more accessible for people with disabilities.
Scientias.nl published ‘Mutalyzer meer dan 60 miljoen keer gebruikt’, resarch of Jonathan Vis of
Data2Semantics P23. Maarten van Steen and Claudio Martella of EWiDS P09, worked with the
Cobra Museum visitors, published by De Volkskrant and ICT/Magazine. ‘Van data naar betekenis’,
was the title of a series of 8 articles about COMMIT/ research in ICT/Magazine run in 2014 and 2015.
Peter-Paul Verbeek, professor of Philosophy of Technology, was interviewed about the ethical aspect
of data ICT wordt een middel om gedrag te beïnvloeden. Others subjects where SenSafety wordt
burgerwacht 2.0 in Twente with Paul Havinga of Sensafety, Combineren locatiedata met andere open
bronnen? Maurice van Keulen of TimeTrails, Hergebruik van data beter faciliteren? With Frank van
Harmelen and Rinke Hoekstra of Data2Semantics and Maarten de Rijke of Infiniti about ‘Makkelijk
zoeken, slim vinden’. Research of COMMIT/ was demonstrated at ADE16, a world famous dance
event that attracts more than 375.000 visitors. With a headset the emotions of a group of people were
collected and presented with a light installation. It was picked up by social media and RTL Late Night
on television. Scientific platform NEMO Kennislink has interviewed 18 researchers and published this
on their website, newsletter and social media. It included opinion articles of Inald Lagendijk
(upcoming shortage of data scientists), Arnold Smeulders (computers are missing life experience)
and Maarten de Rijke about the influence of google search engines. 3 science journalists have been
asked to write about the ICT-Science results. This led to 60 articles published on Scientias.nl,
Frankwatching, Intel IQ, kennislink.nl, COMMIT/ website, LinkedIn, Twitter and the COMMIT/
Newsletter. COMMIT has appeared among others in BBC World Radio, de Groene Amsterdammer,
de Volkskrant, NRC, De Telegraaf, de NOS, BNR, Elsevier, het Financieele Dagblad, RTL Late Night
and NPO2 near the end of the program. COMMIT/ was 15 times in the press in 2013, 29 times in
2014, 97 times in 2015 and 46 times in 2016. Interaction on social media grew over the last year:
Twitter to 173.186 Tweets impressions grew from 100.471 in 2016. COMMIT/ has 991 connections in
LinkedIn and published over 80 articles, with an average of 100 views per article.
Views from the LinkedIn profile of COMMIT/ 996 connections
Views
109
99
100
166
>100
200
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80 contributions in 2016 - 2017
De diepste geheimen van het deep web
Hardloop-app adviseert renners over hun optimale stapritme
De flexibele virtuele huid van geanimeerde karakters
De data explosie managen
Serie in het Financiële Dagblad over Data Science
Persoonlijke data delen voor gezondheid
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Tweets from COMMIT/ in 2016 & 2017 Followers 748
Tweets
Impressions
3.675

Top Tweet per month: January - May 2017
Maarten de Rijke & Frank van Harmelen appointed as members of the KNAW. Congratulations!

4.208

Our PhD graduates of 2016-1

9.102

Thesis defence @fkunneman about Emoties vinden in twitter #geenzin #zinin Good luck!

10.205
6.686

Persoonlijke data delen voor gezondheid Oratie Wessel Kraaij hoogleraar Applied Data Analytics
Call for Demos deadline 21 February #ictopen2017 21 & 22 March A chance to show your research
results!

33.876
Top Tweet per month: January - December 2016
12.009
18.996

Serious games ontwikkelt voor politie om sociale vaardigheden te oefenen
Check out Commotion 56 pagina’s over ICT Science: interviews, columns, products. Duik in de
wereld van ICT-onderzoek

25.291

POLARIS Lights on! We are ready to begin in 30min! #ADE16

10.132

Lora Aroyo appointed full professor. Congratulations!

4.974

De emotie v/e menigte, kan je die meten? PhD'er Jie Li vertelt

7.431

Wearable technologist @Aduen Darriba talking about simulating affective touch #EuroHaptics2016

19.411

Animatiefiguren met een flexibele huid – promovendus @ZhipingLuo vertelt

16.923
18.368

Promoting women in science, interview with @lynda_hardman
Go get them Alejandro Moreno! This afternoon PhD defense 'From Traditional to Interactive
Playspaces'

22.089

Check the poster of Rosemary: Make Complex Collaborative Big Data Analysis #ICTOPEN2016

8.335

March 14, workshop ‘internet of touch’, for everyone that plan to add haptics to their designs

9.227

28 januari: Future Foods. Laat je zintuigen kietelen door de interactieve food installaties

173.186

Dissemination is one of the pillars on which COMMIT/ has been built. The promotion of dissemination of
ICT-Science by active stimulation, courses and feedback into the press has proved successful. It has
led to 242 delivered items where of 187 times in the press up to this point. The Board is happy to
observe a return on this investment in human capital. In COMMIT/At-the-Start a number of 40
dissemination events was set for the duration of the program. At the time, we foresaw only big
events. But practice has learned that tailored small events complemented with an occasional very big
event, like the Midterm Event, are to be preferred. More than the number, the changed attitude
towards dissemination of ICT-Science brings satisfaction of the COMMIT/Board. In this regard, the
Midterm Event has provided an example for public-private communication for the years to come. The
Board is pleased to see that ICT-Scientists now are actively seeking contacts with the press and the
press office of COMMIT/, also amplified by the skills acquired at the COMMIT/Community Days.

4.3 SYNERGY AND HUMAN CAPITAL
A community is considered vital in the creation of public-private ICT research. In practice, synergy in
COMMIT/ occurs most easily between the parties at the worktables within the projects. Therefore,
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all workpackages are requested to make contact with an industrial or non-profit partner, and each
workpackage is requested to maintain that contact during the lifetime of the program. Even more
interesting to the COMMIT/Board is to promote exchanges across the borders of sub branches of
ICT, where unexpected jumps forward are more likely to occur.
Human capital is one of the core benefits of the COMMIT/Program. The program will deliver almost 100
PhD-students to the market in the Netherlands. Selected from a worldwide base, they bring
knowledge and drive, have been trained not only in ICT technology but also to do so in a context with
industry. This combination of skills makes them part of the most wanted fragment of the Dutch
workforce today. Experience shows they will maintain a relation with universities hence keeping the
flow of innovative questions and answers
open for some time to come. The human
capital is the most important long-term
impact COMMIT/ will deliver.
Synergy (item 10) . Where working together at the
worktable is built in the structure of the
program, we list a few examples of crossborder synergy. The Metis project P12, has
been collaborating with P19 to collect large
amounts of data and to provide high-level
analysis within the database layer. Also,
P04 and P15 started to take inspiration from each other based upon the user requirements. Where
Virtual Worlds for Wellbeing P04 focuses on improving physical and mental wellbeing of older adults
through exercising at home, Trusted
Healthcare Services P15, works on
setting

up

requirements

user
for

and

trusted

system
healthcare

systems. SEALINC P06 integrated the
Data2Semantics P23 SPARQL-editor to
improve accessibility to Cliopatria. In
2014, a postdoc will work for three
years on the joint project "From visual
features

to

objects

perception:

unravelling the computations used in
human

vision".

The

Metis

project

extends it horizon by looking into the
SeaBILLA Virtual Traffic Generator by
TNO for simulations driving any Metis system.
The Community Day 2012 was dedicated to bring a climate of openness of ideas and to ideas. The
openness applied both to science ideas as to ideas of applications, both brought to the table
beyond the fear of losing its property in the process. COMMIT/ encourages unexpected cooperations between projects to solve obstacles for applications. The 220 participants of the
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COMMIT/ Community Day have focused on bringing about a sense of community and sharing.
Workshops reflected on alternative ways to disseminate results.
The synergetic SWEET-project has been the result of the wild ideas round table discussions during the first
COMMIT/ Community Day. The resulting teams draw members from P02, P07, P08, P12 and P19.
It

brings

leveraging

together
state-of-the-art

technology
sensing,

event processing, reasoning and data
communication technologies to develop
a crowd emotion monitor SWEET as an
app,

SWEET

was

coordinated

by

Noldus, a partner of COMMIT/. In 2013,
the Community Day has been centred
on the content of ICT-Science and the
first COMMIT/ results. An element was
to tell the story of COMMIT/ while it
develops over time. In this event, again
220 participants focused on workshops
aimed at developing the international potential, the potential to start spin-off companies, and at
improving the awareness of socio-economic and ethical aspects of Big Data. The Debat Academy
stimulated reflection on societal aspects of ICT Technology.
In 2014, the Community Day coincided with the Big Future of Data, the Midterm Event at Trouw Amsterdam.
Training skills about communications were part of the program, as always. Videos were developed
for the Big Future of Data. The Community Day focused on showing and explaining research demos
to one another. Researchers played one of 4 personas of COMMIT/ (general public, scientist, product
developer or innovation manager). The best pitchers were competing in the battle of the pitchers,
won by Andreas Peter. There were talks about examples of valorisation, a lecture on How to start
up?, a debate on societal issues with ICT, as well as social activities.
The 2015 Community Day was held at Papendal. The main purpose was to engage in team building by
playing games and strengthening your network also with the private partners of COMMIT/. More than
25 private partners gave a pitch about
their involvement in the program. And
they participated in speed dating,
giving everyone the opportunity to
exchange

ideas

face-to-face.

The

workshops focused on the next step in
your career. How to write a business
proposal? How to be successful in the
media? The program ended with a
team building game.
In 2016 the final community day was held in
night club Panama. Geleyn Meijer
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“However, the path towards the
adoption of such technology is
challenging and requires good
communications with the end-users
and understanding of their needs.”
P04 VP52
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completed the COMMIT/ story with the final chapter Tell the story, Rick Harwig, chair of the IABC
looked back on the program and young researchers pitched about their results. At the end the
presentation of COMMOT/ON took place, a magazine for the general public with high lights of ICTScience that has contributed to Dutch society.
The Board considers the building of a strong community at the worktables of COMMIT/, and across projects
the strength of COMMIT/. It is seen as an asset for public-private ICT-research in the Netherlands. In
the worktable model - a publically funded PhD-student of each and every workpackage - is
associated with someone from a private company. This person-to-person connection serves as the
root for future communication skills or even future co-operation at the same time reinforcing the
coherence of the ICT-field. The Board is happy with the
success of the synergy project.
To stimulate community engagement of all in COMMIT/, the Board
has organized one COMMIT/ Community Day per year where
the PhD-students and their out-of-the-usual-box developments
have been given a central place. Leaving the development of
the science skill to the respective universities in which
COMMIT/ has great confidence, the Board of COMMIT/ is
content with the development of the other skills of the human
capital in COMMIT/.
An important, long-term element in synergy and a community is to
empower younger generations. Therefore, the Board of
COMMIT/ has enabled sessions of several kinds with younger
scientists, at the level of assistant professors typically not older

“I want to thank the
people of COMMIT/,
they were more than
'people who gave the
money'but turned out
to be 'people who
created a community'.
Merijn Bruijnes P02

than 40 years of age. An initiative and a series of meetings in cooperation with NIRICT has been
aimed at engaging high potentials with a feel for leadership in ICT-Science and ICT-Policy in the
vision of the future. There are ample signs from the participants of the Community Days that they feel
part of a community. External parties have confirmed this aspect of COMMIT/. The Board is happy to
have succeeded in contributing to these soft factors of long-term success.

4.4 VALORISATION
Valorisation has a good variety of definitions, from adding visible value to research to the ultimate test as a
commercial product in the market. COMMIT/’s role is to produce science and to show the potential of it
in one, preferably more application fields. The better presented the easier it is to be picked up. Good
science is hard to compromise with immediate valorisation. In the vision of the Board there are limits
as to what can be planned about valorisation. Creating the circumstances, actively taking away
barriers, and showing good examples from peers to valorisation success are the best approach to the
topic, when at the scale of the program value will be created. Where science is international by nature,
as the international level is the only level that counts, valorisation should have a differentiated view to
stimulate innovation nationally with a view of international opportunities.
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The Board aims to stimulate valorisation nationally where and when the outcome may have a success. The
most powerful form of valorisation is spin-out to existing companies, and spin-offs in new companies.
To that end, it has set up a series of Valorisation Projects in competition. Spin-outs occur frequently
especially to the many high-tech partners of COMMIT/. Spin-offs are more clearly visible, with a
rougher road ahead. It is difficult to attribute the naissance of spin-offs to one public-private program,
but surely the favourable circumstances of public-private activity in these programs has been
instrumental in spin-offs actually happening.
The COMMIT/ valorisation team was installed on the advice of the International Advisory Board in 2015. It
consists of Alain le Loux, Rogier de Haan and Bart Brouwer. The V-team has used the Golden
Demo’s from the COMMIT/ Midterm 2014 as a source of direct inspiration to estimate the Valorisation
potential. Individuals, even (non)industrial partners and project have been coached for valorisation.
The team also provided three articles for the COMMIT/ community with practical tips about
valorisation of research. The Valorisation team supported many in the community in writing
proposals, search for and match attractive partners, writing business plans and negotiations with
market parties. An example is the ambulant glucose project originating in COMMIT/.
Valorisations delivered (item 7). The projects have reported a total of 154 signs of valorisation. It should be
noted that the peak of valorisations is to be expected after the projects have been concluded. Young
PhD-students go to work for companies mostly in the Netherlands even when they are from
international origin, and Valorisation Projects are required to turn scientific results into practical uses.
Just after the start of the program, in 2012, the first (indirect) signs of impact and valorisation started
to trickle in. We have taken a sample. Dissemination of the second screen application developed
together with a public Dutch broadcaster from the INFINITI project, P01, has led to an active
cooperation. The Dutch Police Academy has come on board as a partner in the Interaction for
Universal Access, P02-project cooperating on the training of police officers interrogation techniques.
The Rijksmuseum with over 800,000 prints uses the crowd and knowledge from the
SEALINCMedia-project, P06, to enrich annotations of
prints. Wireless Arnhem - a wireless hotspot provider in the
city of Arnhem - is partner in the EWIDS project, P09, for
the purpose of using its technology to keep track of
potential customers moving from one wireless hotspot to
another.

Philips

Healthcare

reports

that

with

the

Testmanager tool that uses the Allegio-software of P11 for
model based testing techniques they required 36% less
testing effort and detected additional errors. ING-RiskManagement

is

using

the

column-based

MonetDB-

database as one of the core components in the risk
management system because of its speed, P19. A few of the
accomplishments in 2013 and the first half of 2014 are the following. Based upon INFINITI results, a
start-up, Q-Able, developed Deep Web Search techniques for the Dutch Railways new travel planner.
Within the Virtual Worlds for Well-being project, P04, the company Incontrol Simulations Solutions
developed an interest in the large crowd movement simulation software as developed in P04.
Statistics reveal that those services have been used over 66 million times since 2010. SenSei/P03
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collaborated with an external project to create a bluetooth controllable vibrating wristband that allows
for novel ways of sport coaching. The combination of an App and a wristband will be used to study
the influence of different coaching commands while running. THeCS/P15 added a Javascript
implementation to the Paillier system, which is the best-known homomorphic cryptographic system.
Data2Semantics/P23 builds the YASGUI query editor that is now integrated to the healthdata.gov
website. The healthdata.gov website is an US initiative that makes health data more accessible. P23
also engaged in discussions with Utrecht University Library to deal with questions concerning the
change of maintainers of the Dutch Dataverse Network, a repository for research data serving Dutch
universities. The eBioBanking/P24 project launched the Mutalyzer website providing several webservices based on descriptions of the human genome. For the second half of 2014 and 2015, in
P01 the Bank of England, the Centre for Central Banking Studies (CCBS) published a Handbook on
Text Mining for Central Banks, citing a WP3 paper of the project. P02 reports a market
research/exploration that has been performed with TNO, CINOP and Stichting Lezen en Schrijven.
P04 delivered a market analysis and possible applications for tactile applications to support the
elderly. In P06 a workshop on Tool Criticism in the Digital Humanities was organised. The
participants discussed the impact of any limitation of different tools on specific tasks. P09 reports
success in the GoFlow project in which we have been tracking visitors in the Arnhem downtown area
through WiFi smartphone detections. The city
council is preparing a debate on the trade-off
between the need for data sniffing and privacy.
P12-discussions with PANalytical resulted in a
project proposal on applying the Metis machine
reasoning plus visualization approach within
high-tech X-ray analysis equipment. P19 has
been awarded a COMMIT/ valorisation grant for
starting up the spin-off company OHH together
with Martijn Verhoeven, the director of WP6partner EuroCottage. P20

had an invited

speaker Guido 't Noordende at the roundtable on healthcare informatics legislative proposal 33509 in
the Senate. In P23 a large effort has been undertaken to evaluate potential business cases to
sustain the operation of the AMC science gateways after the end of the COMMIT/Program. In P26,
industrial companies and research institutes have expressed the need to structure and integrate large
amounts of data hidden in spreadsheets and similar formats.
International (item 9). The projects have reported a total of 102 signs of international relations in
COMMIT/, and many, many more unrecorded relations outside COMMIT/. Since 2012,
COMMIT/Projects INFINTI P01 and SEALINCMedia P06, are involved in quite a few international
bench markings and world-wide competitions like MediaEval and TRECvid, in which they succeed
in winning or at least achieve a top-three performance. SenSafety P08 participates in Citizen Safety
of the EIT-ICT Labs action line Digital Cities of the Future on opportunistic sensing and
communication in urban settings. Spatiotemporal Data Warehouses P19, is a participant in the
Human Brain Project elected as a Future Emerging Technology of the EU for the coming ten years
with an overall investment of 1B€. The contribution rests on COMMIT/ research how to handle
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large- scale data. Data2Semantics P23 is co-chairing the W3C-working group on web provenance
representation based on the project’s experiments. Since 2013, INFINTI P01 released the TREC test
collection for federated web search. INFINTI also submitted a FET PROACTIVE proposal on to
extracting the relationship between audio-visual sensory stimuli and human emotional experiences.
P04 worked towards a sustainable collaboration with the University Southern Mississippi around
sports. SenSafety P08 presented the COCOON protocol for opportunistic communication at EIT-ICT
Labs. eBioBanking P24 supervised a PhD student from the Spanish Rheumatology DivisionProteomics Group. eFood P26 provided a seminar about ontology management at the French
National Institute of Agronomic Research. The Data2Semantics P23 exchanged a dataset with the
Atlas of Complexity open repository. Likewise, eBiobanks P24 actively participated in a study of
requirements for handling data semantics in scientific workflows on distributed infrastructures. P01
organized the industry day at ECIR 2014 with 10 industrial speakers. P02 organized a Special
Interest Group on serious games with members from 13 different countries. P06 won the TRECvid
competition on video classification amidst 60 (industry) lab competitors. P23 has participated in the
COST Action BM1104 and P26 the EU VALERIE project. COMMIT/ received an invitation for an
international conference on the Societal dimensions of Organized Crime in Rome. COMMIT/ was
invited by the Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency to present to a group of international
journalists. As a result, an article appeared on the website of Network World. Another boost is that
national and regional government agencies are willing to invest in public/private research and
development that leads to innovative approaches to some of society's toughest problems. One
example of such collaboration is COMMIT/, which unites academic research and non-profit
organizations in ICT... A booklet for 23,000 Moroccan decision makers was published the La Vie Eco.
On behalf of COMMIT/, Albert Vlug participated in a Dutch state-delegation to Switzerland.
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The list of COMMIT/Partners
DoA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Name
Stichting COMMIT
Almende
Ambient Systems
FOM AMOLF
AMC
ANP
Arcadis
Auxilium
Axini
Broadfield Security
Cap Gemini
Centric Tsolve
Cinop
CIT
Cybermind
Coop Devlab
CWI
Elsevier
ESI
Erasmus
Erfgoed Delft
Ericsson Telecom
EU Vision
Europeana
Food Biobased Research
GridLine
HvA
Hyves
Ilse
Irdeto
Universiteit Tilburg
Radboud University
KITT
Corps Landelijke Politie
KNAW-DANS
KNMI
KB
CGI
LUMC
Motec Medical
Eurocottage
Monet DB
Nederlands Centrum Sociale
Beeld en Geluid
Noldus
Novay
Persgroep Printing
Philips Electronics

Period
DoA Name
2011
49 Philips Medical
2011
50 Politie Gelderland Zuid
2011
51 Re-lion
2011
52 Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
2011
53 Roessingh R&D
2011
54 Serious Toys
2011
55 Talking Trends
2011
56 TU Delft
2011
57 TU Eindhoven
2011
58 Teezir
2011
59 Textkernel
2011
60 Thales NL
2011
61 T-Xchange
2011
62 Third Sight
2011
63 TI-Coast
2011
64 Top Institute Food Nutrition
2011
65 TNO
2011
66 Tom Tom
2011
67 Trendlight
2011
68 UvA
2011
69 U Twente
2011-2013 70 U Utrecht
2011-2014 74 Vicar Vision
2011
75 VideoDoc
2011
76 Vrije Universiteit
2011
77 VTS Politie
2011
78 Waag Society
2011-2014 79 Wageningen WUR
2011-2011 80 WCC Development
2011
81 Roessingh Revalidatie
2011
82 Vital Health Software
2011
83 DayView
2011
84 Business Idea Rating
2011
85 Sense Observation Systems
2011
86 InfoSys
2011
87 Tendris
2011
88 Synerscope
2011
89 SightCorp
2011
90 Elitac
2011
91 Inreda
2011
92 NSpyre
2011-2014 93 Stichting Wireless Arnhem
2011-2011 94 FigShare
2011
95 Bitbrains NL
2011
99 InnoValor
2011-2014 97 Eagle Science
2011-2012 98 OpenHealthHub
2011
99 Info.nl

Period
DoA Name
Period
2011
100 MonetDB Solutions
2014
2011
101 Ordina
2014
2011
102 904Labs
2014
2011
103 De Taalmonsters
2014
2011
104 Pagelink
2013
2011-2013 105 Digifit
2014
2011
106 JC Health ICT
2015
2011
107 The Widget Company (TWC)
2014
2011
108 Neurensics
2014
2011
109 Unilever
2015
2011
110 Purac Biochem BV
2015
2011
111 Friesland Campina
2015
2011
113 LIACS
2015
2011-2013 114 Naturalis
2015
2011-2014 115 Nijgh & Van Ditmar
2015
2011
116 KLM
2015
2011
117 Lexis Nexis
2015
2011
118 Spinque
2015
2011-2013 119 8D Games
2015
2011
120 Windesheim
2015-2015
2011
121 Bureau De Helling
2015-2015
2011
122 Locus postitioning
2015
2011
123 LedGo
2015
2011
124 De Hoogstraat Revalidatie
2015
2011
125 Flood Tags
2015
2011
126 Lance ICT Group
2015
2011
127 Textkernel
2015
2011
128 Undagrid
2015
2011
129 Xeno-canto
2015
2011
130 iretail.solution
2015
2011
131 Sentient
2015
2013
132 OBI4WAN
2015
2013
133 CrossmarX
2016
2013
134 Gemeente Amsterdam
2016
2013
135 GROW, Univ Maastricht
2016
2013
136 Portavita BV
2016
2013
137 NLeSC
2015
2014
138 Aafje Zorghotel
2016
2014
139 Rijnstate
2016
2014
140 Synergetics
2016-2016
2014-2015 141 NYOYN
2016
2014
142 UMCG
2016
2014
143 NEMO
2015
2014
144 ONVZ
2015
2014
145 MyDataFactory
2016
2014
146 Smart Homes
2016
2014
147 CBS
2015
2014
148 Crowdynews
2016
2016
149 Jansen-Fritsen Group bv

Connection with University technology transfer offices usually was limited. COMMIT/ does not own the
knowledge generated in the program. The ownership is with the parties who generated the new
knowledge. To see the use of this knowledge flourish, COMMIT/ stimulates the partners to maximize
its potential. Therefore, COMMIT/ continues the structural meetings with the Technology Transfer
Offices that were initiated in 2012. The group of Technology Transfer Offices contains
representatives of the largest knowledge institutes (University of Twente, University of Amsterdam,
Free University Amsterdam, Technical University Eindhoven and Delft University of Technology) to
stimulate valorisation of COMMIT/ knowledge.
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Connection with EIT Digital has been made. Both in 2012 and 2013 effort was dedicated to develop
interaction with EIT ICT Labs at an early stage aiming to frame valorisation in a European context. In
the fall of 2013, a coordinated effort led to business developers touring along a number of selected
COMMIT/Projects. Continuation on exploring valorisation potential is granted due to a business
developer being in the group of TTOs. In 2015, EIT ICT Labs has been renamed EIT Digital. The
program has been invited to participate in the consolidation of the COMMIT/ community.
Spin-offs, especially high-science start-ups have been accelerated by COMMIT/ especially in general
universities. MonetDB was a successful spin-off of the CWI in database technology, supported by EU
and the first round of FES-funding. From the
same

group,

successful

Vectorwise

spin-off.

is

Spinque,

a

second

MonetDB-

Solutions, Third Sight, are other examples of
academic spin-offs, either service-based or
technology-based in niche markets. Euvision,
a spin-off of the University of Amsterdam on
computer vision, participates in COMMIT/P06
as one of the partners of the program. A new
spin-off Sight Corp – the sequel of Third Sight
- has spun off the University of Amsterdam, in
the area of visual expression measurement.
Other current university spin-offs are the
recently started OpenHealthHub and Locus Positioning (both from Twente University). Neurensics for
brain emotion measurement, 3D Universum for marketing and 904Labs for natural language
processing are all new UvA spin-offs with direct links to COMMIT/. JC Health ICT and Whitebox
Systems are recent spin-offs with COMMIT/ inspiration.
Foreign acquisition is taken as a sign of successful valorisation. MonetDB was a successful spin-off of the
CWI, supported by the first round of FES-funding, and eventually sold to US-based SPSS for their
data mining software. The sequel, Vectorwise, is a second successful spin-off of the same group was
acquired by the US-based large database firm Action. COMMIT/Partner Euvision, participating in
project P06 was acquired by Qualcomm market leader in chips for mobiles. Euvision as Qualcomm
Netherlands BV remains a computer vision research lab at the Science Park Amsterdam in
intensified cooperation with the University of Amsterdam.
The COMMIT/Board observes with pride that the awareness for valorisation in COMMIT/ grows over
time. The Board feels that in the development of valorisation, most certainly in the field of ICTScience, human capital is the most important factor. Focusing more on science and subsequent
value by uniqueness of the inventions, COMMIT/ invests in the development of human capital.
Therefore, the biggest return is still to come when the PhD-students of COMMIT/ are ready with their
research. In the later stages of the program, the Board invests in all measures of valorisation young
individuals can take: start a spin-off, meet industry, or pursue a scientific carrier of use-inspired
research.
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The Board of COMMIT/ appreciates that the COMMIT/ Valorisation
Projects are a useful tool to steer the ICT-Science towards
valorisation. By saving 10% of the budget for this stage of the
program, the outcome will achieve much more value to society
then the case where the stimulus would be absent. The Board
is happy with the eagerness of the projects to participate in the
competitions for Valorisation Projects maximizing the flow of
knowledge to industry. The booklet “How to valorise your
research” for ICT researchers and academic entrepreneurs of
high-tech start-ups was commissioned by COMMIT/ and
published in 2017.
The relation with EIT ICT-Labs has developed late in the program.
Where EIT ICT Labs with its guaranteed 10-year existence is
mostly focused on structural change through universities and
industries, COMMIT/ is hampered by its much shorter lifetime.
Basically, COMMIT/ constitutes of one cohort of PhD-students,
the class of 2012. Where a structural approach would have
been preferred, the Board has focused on what this generation can bring in impact to valorisation.
Spin-offs are a sign that the climate in ICT-Science is changing. They are a very effective way to university
valorisation. The Board is more than happy with the current number of spin-offs, likely to increase
when the PhD-students finishing. The examples of successful company starts are evident to them.
International acquisitions of a few of COMMIT/ early partners belong to the most prominent
successes of COMMIT/.
Valorisation Projects have been a large success in the program, mostly to set the mind for valorisation as
supported with some finance. Through Valorisation Projects the number of partners in the program
has extended from 109 to 128, examples of which are Unilever, Naturalis, KLM, Ordina and Lexis /
Nexis. The total amount of participative funding from (non)profit partners amounts in millions. It
demonstrates the readiness of the technology as well as the change in climate towards high-tech
ICT-solutions in the environment of COMMIT/. Without the projects, this change in climate would
never have happened.
Swallow Projects mark the transition to Commit2Data The old scientific partners of COMMIT/ have been
asked to bring along a new scientific partner and a new (non)profit partner. In total 8 projects will
have been selected in February 2016 from 20 proposals. The projects run into 2017 so as to avoid
that the know-how and the know-what leaks away before Commit2Data starts.

4.5 EUROPEAN EMBEDDING
During the course of COMMIT/, it has become clear that the COMMIT/Project profile matches very well with
the profile of Big Data as its definition develops over time. In other words, COMMIT/ was ahead of the
public awareness of the notion of Big Data. The Board observes that in the public discussion, the Big
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Data includes large-scale data as well as personalized and open data, including : the judicial
dimension for data ownership, privacy, insolvency, and framing; the social dimension for users,
behaviour, interaction, and collaboration; the economic dimension with new businesses, innovation
and value; and the technology dimension driving new content, interaction, and learning.
The applications are too numerous to count where Big Data can make a difference: multi-lingual, Industry
4.0 based on Internet of Things, customer feedback, media, risk management and genomics,
personalization of everything. In all these applications, ICT-Tech is the driver of success.

National initiatives

Government support

Years

Germany

Competence centres, search engines, cloud
computing, next media, smart data

224 M€

2009-2017

Ireland

INSIGHT program: semantic web, sensor webs,
decision support, social network analysis

75 M€

2013-2019

France

Le Numerique: Internet of things, supercomputing,
clouds, data mining, security

160 M€

United
Kingdom

Bio-Informatics, valorisation of Big Data, Turing
institute, Internet of Things

247 M€

2014-2018

Austria

ICT of the Future: intelligent systems, interfaces,
trusted systems, emerging tech

80 M€

2014-2017

1

In Germany, after having analysed and assessed its market and research landscape , the Digital Agenda for
Germany, has launched the program Smart Data – Innovations from Data with 30 M€ funding for 50%
running from 2014 for three years. The objectives of the program are: to pilot R&D projects to prove &
promote smart data solutions in selected application areas; to build Big Data ecosystems & partner
networks (technology & analytics providers, service providers with research organizations and
technology platforms); to create open solutions & frameworks; and to focus on SMEs (providers;
users) to benefit from the program. Other programs in Germany on Big Data are large research
funding programs by the Ministry of Education and Research, together with two newly formed
competence centres in Berlin and Leipzig each with 20 M€ subsidy. The autonomics program ran
from 2009-2013, with a funding of 54 M€, focused on forward-looking approaches to autonomous
action. The THESEUS project received 100 M€ funding to develop automated processing of
multimedia context. Trusted Cloud incorporates 14 projects for cloud computing, receiving 50 M€
subsidy. The Next Generation Media program focusses on cutting edge innovations in production and
logistics, consumer electronics and health care. Also the Fraunhofer institutes have formed a new
institute and there is the Karlsruhe Smart Data Innovation Lab, founded with the government and
partners from industry.
In Ireland, the INSIGHT institute, director prof. Alan Smeaton, is a joint initiative between the 6 leading
universities of Ireland. Insight was established in 2013 for 6 years by the Science Foundation Ireland

2

Volker Markl, Helmut Krcmar & Thomas Hoeren (2014); Big Data Management, Commissioned by Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy;
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with an overall investment of 150 M€ of which 75 M€ was funded by the science foundation. The
public-private program has identified the following key areas of priority research: The Semantic Web,
Sensors and the Sensor Web, Social network analysis, Decision Support and Optimization, and
Connected Health.
In France, le Numerique, presents the roadmap for the digital world and works towards a more competitive
economy via good use of ICT. Le Numerique intends to accomplish such goals via three pillars. The
first focuses on incorporating a digital dimension in the educational system (educate 15,000 teachers
to teach ICT). In addition, 10 M€ is reserved for projects for the development of digital resources
devoted to basic skills at primary school level. The second pillar aims to strengthen the
competitiveness of the digital industry and promote a range of services and content sitting on
infrastructure quality. 150 M€ aid for research and development will be mobilized in the future
investment program on the topics the internet of things, supercomputer technologies, cloud
computing, massive data mining and security of information systems. The third pillar serves to enable
all citizens to familiarize with the possibilities offered by digital technologies ensuing ownership by all
for the digital economy. This is supported by through a loan package of 300 M€ to convert all
economic sectors and generates gains decisive competitiveness. In the absence of industrial policy
over the past decade, the French companies and especially SMEs are still lagging behind in the
adoption of new technologies in relation to our partners.
The UK are currently heavily investing in Big Data research and technology, including the transfer in the
Catapult program, director Maurizio Puli, to improve the data value chain with a budget of 12 M€ per
year. In the public-private partnership the focus is on digital innovation. Apart from that, the
government has announced to invest 87 M€ in the access to data including 50 M€ for bio-informatics.
Apart from this a new, Alan Turing, institute will be formed with a budget of 50 M€ over 5 years
devoted to researching new ways to collect, organizing and analysing Big Data, and another 10 M€
government funding will go into Internet of things.
Austria, via its Research, Technology and Innovation program ICT of the Future spends 20M€ per year in
the timeframe 2012-2020. The program has selected the following ICT fields: Intelligent systems,
Interfaces of systems, trusted systems and emerging technologies.
The Board is of the opinion that in such a strong field in the
neighbouring countries, the Netherlands cannot
afford to stay behind in the digital network society.

4.6 SOCIETAL CONTEXT
ICT industry in the Netherlands covers a broad spectrum of
hardware, software, communication, and services. In
some of these areas there are strong R&D activities,
others are more sales oriented. It is difficult to define

A selfmanagement tool for
diabetes patients is expected to
be on the market in 2017.”Goal
Valorisation call P04 VP07

one common denominator in their ambition. To this
should be added, the Dutch manufacturing industry
has a very strong position in high-tech systems laden with ICT. The industry ranges from SMEs to
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large internationals. Industrial leadership is becoming more and more aware of the major ICT
challenges the manufacturing industry is facing. For example, the complexity of software is growing
and the knowledge in the data produced by machines can make them more intelligent.
The nation-wide topsector policy for industry, established by the Dutch government in 2010, provides new
means to stimulate industry. Topsectors have been defined Hightech Systems & Materials,
Chemistry, Agriculture, Horticulture, Water, Electricity, Health, and Creative Industries. ICT with
Biomaterials are two trans sectorial
entities. The ICT Roadmap was a
result,

to

which

COMMIT/

has

delivered support at several levels: in
the ICT Roadmap and in the ICT
Roadmap Office. Other constructive
partners are the National Science
Foundation NWO & STW, TNO, EIT
ICT-Labs, and Netherlands ICT. The
Roadmap

and

the

office

have

strengthened the structural position of
ICT in the national field of industry
policy.
The ICT Roadmap of the Netherlands gives an overview of the prevalence of ICT research and the need
thereof in the Netherlands. It focusses on topics with broad support from the other top sectors like
Hightech Systems & Materials, Water, Electricity, Health, and Creative Industries. The search for the
common denominator in ICT components has resulted in four main topics: ICT one can rely on, ICT
systems for monitoring and control, ICT for a connected world, and Data & Data & Data. The last BigData topic is the real innovative driving force transforming industry and society. The awareness that
value can be created out of data is generally accepted and companies are willing to invest in this
topic.
Within the context of the ICT Roadmap 2016-2019, particular emphasis was placed on developing a national
public-private program on Big Data. This program, called Commit2Data, is the logical continuation of
COMMIT/, with a stronger focus on several of the Dutch (economic) sectors that are at the eve of
taking up data science opportunities. These include Health & Agro-food & Life Sciences, Energy
Transition, Smart Industry, and Safety & Security. Since Commit2Data research is strongly driven by
company challenges and opportunities, branching out to the broader Dutch topsectors is foreseen.
Commit2Data has a knowledge development research line, a valorisation line, and a dissemination
line which aim to run in parallel in time as so to maximize spill-over from strategic long term research
to company's short term opportunities and needs for valorisation and dissemination. Whereas
COMMIT/ was funded from a single FES budget under responsibility of a Board, Commit2Data will be
built upon financial commitments of a large number of parties involved, from NWO, CWI, NLeSC,
TNO to knowledge institutes and cash/in-kind funding by companies. Even though this complicates
managing, overseeing, flexibility and synergy within Commit2Data, the lessons learned in COMMIT/
may be used as practices in Commit2Data.
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Science in the Netherlands, as anywhere else, quickly makes a turn towards digital science. In the sciences,
from microscopy, to nano-technology, meteorology, geography, seismology, to astronomy in the
DOME project, data have already reached the forefront
position. The only difference with the past is that the
numbers of data now have really turned Big, requesting a
much more close cooperation with ICT Science. ICT

“All data resulting from
DigiBird will be available
under an open data
license hosted by the
involved organizations
and re-usable for third
parties through an open
API.” Valorisation output
P06 VP44

research has led to in-depth insight in retrieving information
from multiple media sources and allowing publishers, media
companies, game developers and interactive designers to
explore new services to consumers and find new business
models for technology-entrepreneurs. In humanities, media
studies,

human-machine

interaction

research,

and

conservation science of digitized and digital collections all
embrace the role of ICT. From sociology in the MESSinitiative, to humanities with Clariah, digital data has
become a spearhead. This will open new doors also to new
types of valorisation. COMMIT/Projects P01, P06, and P23
are illustrating the impact in humanities from the trend

analysis in social messaging, to source conversion and provenance of ancient archives.
COMMIT/Projects P1, P03, P04, P07 and P08 fuel the creation of the Strategic Research &
Innovation Agenda of the topsector Creative Industries. In the DOME-project is partially based on
COMMIT/ results in P19 and P20, and partially on new connections. Data in medicine are of a
different nature, and a different origin. The Netherlands specializes in long-term population studies in
an international context combining patient records, radiological imaging, and genetic data to better
predict the onset of disease. COMMIT/ helps in the processing of medical data in several of its
projects P15, P04, P23 and P24 with state-of-the-art secure connections between the medical
literature and patient data.
Big Data bring new facts of life. This includes new patterns in use: compare the role the telephone has taken
when it became mobile. It also includes the identification of new habits: compare the awareness for
privacy of data when the networks of the world made contact with one another. And it includes the
emerging of new threats: compare the increased chance of being ripped from money due to the
digital stealing of credit card information.
Big Data brings new elements in practical ethics. What data can be combined with what other data? Do all
goals permit the connection between data? These and other ethical goals need to be brought to the
table while developing the technology. Preferably, to the position of the Board, consequences of
ethical concerns should be included in the technology. As there are no generic tools for ethics,
inclusion in technology implies that critical components have to be thought through each time as a
restriction for the owner to be filled in.
Big Data brings on new habits of self-defence. People may publish voluntarily information on the web and
not realize that when combined automatically with other public information leads to framing of
individuals or individual’s unpublished character elements. Facebook-likes when processed in
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machine learning, have uncovered sexual preference or the marriage status of the parents. The
Board maintains that mechanisms or at least warnings against framing need to be included in web
analysis techniques, as is in ongoing discussion in P01. A nation, which so heavily depends on digital
technology should therefore maintain a hands-on grip on its technology basis.
Also at the level of societies, Big Data bring on or should bring on new habits of prudent self-defence. New
threats have emerged for security of systems, which should be integrated in the total design of the
system as is pursued in project P15. Also terror is turning digital. Therefore, for a modern society,
one cannot develop or use of positive (digital) technology, and think that one can get away without
the use of that same technology for negative purposes. If only for reasons of self-defence, the Board
put forward that modern societies need to maintain
high levels of knowledge of digital technology.
In the Board room, it has been observed many times that
the knowledge of ICT is limited among the non-active
members of the Boards of smaller and larger
companies. This point has been recognised by A.
Kroft and the INSEIT institute in an effort to increase
the awareness of knowledge of modern ICT.
COMMIT/ has supported the issue by inviting A.
Kroft to write a cahier with interviews and position
papers educating members of the supervisory
boards. The cahier “Hesitation in the Board Room”

“COMMIT/ has given the
opportunity to put
considerable effort for a
longer period of time in
applied computer science
research.” P26 WP03

will appear in 2017.
The Board is proud that the success of COMMIT/ continues.
Commit2Data (CM2D) is a logical continuation of
COMMIT/. Novel data science results and research, the latter in part consequential of COMMIT/. The
lessons learned in COMMIT/ will be used as best practices in CM2D.
The Board of COMMIT/ pursues these efforts after having concluded that the amount of structural funding in
NWO, the Dutch national science foundation with 25M€ and 2.5% of the budget is too low for this era,
where digital data processing is coming to dominate all engineering, all sciences, and even most
humanities. As a consequence, elementary techniques of ICT Science are reinvented at many
places. Where COMMIT/ demonstrates multiple uses of new techniques in almost all its demos, the
mechanisms to transpose one use-inspired solution to different branches of science needs to stay in
tact. COMMIT/ fulfils a structural role in delivering new ICT Science to the public-private tables.
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5 EVALUATION
5.1 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Science

Key Performance indicator

Plan

2011-2017

Number of papers in international
journals

100

1000+

Number of contributions to conferences

100

1300+

Number of awards winning papers

5

25

Completed PhD’s

75

62 (30+ in progress)

Annual COMMIT/ symposium

4

5

Dissemination

40 (within)

68

Meetings

4 (with other)

70

4 roadshows

13

6 seminars

65

10 press

83

Dissemination
Societal support aimed at a general
public

Valorisation

Outreach

102

Courses academic

10

60

New partners

5

57

Number of innovations societal

4 per theme

4

Number of spinoff companies.

5

14

Number of patents filings

10

3

Number of new deliveries from one
COMMIT/Project to another

20 delivered system
or software results

15 meetings
Synergy

4 data collection
11 co-authoring

International

Participation in EU programs (number of
projects)

10 EU projects

4

0 activities with EIT
ICTLabs

6

0 international
connections

52

The Board is satisfied with the science KPI’s in recognition that science needs no
stimulation. It is expected that the number of PhD’s increases sharply in the last leg of
the program. Smaller, specific dissemination meetings are more effective compared to
large-scale roadshows, unless it is very large (like Midterm). In light of valorisation, the
Board is proud of the number of new partners that joined COMMIT/. The number of
patent fillings is the only KPI that is lagging behind due to changes in non-disclose
policies by companies regarding what is being patented. The KPI’s related to synergy
and internationalisation run according to plan.
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5.2 SWOT AT THE PROGRAM LEVEL
Strengths




Opportunities

COMMIT/’s ICT-Science is world-

COMMIT/’s partnership has doubled

class also to the benefit of the Dutch

due to the entrance of new private

digital ecosystem.

partners in the last 2 years.

COMMIT/’s way of working has a
proven,
private

effectiveness
transfer

in

in
a



public-

viewpoints on valorisation.


COMMIT/’s

valorisation

COMMIT/’s valorisation ambassador
and team have created ample new

motivated

community.




demon-

COMMIT/’s

communication

has

connected to the rapid digitalization of

strated the power of ICT-Science to

society and economy.

transform private partners.
Weaknesses


Threats

COMMIT/’s international impact is
restricted

to

the

(excellent



but

COMMIT/’s mixture of disciplines



COMMIT/’s community will dissolve
when large-scale fundamental science

fields of data science and Internet of


technology

general call for applied ICT-Science.

could have meant more for new

programs cease to exit.


Things.

long-term

impact is harder to see due to a

limited) contacts of its members.


COMMIT/’s

COMMIT/’s

impact

has

had

little

COMMIT/’s advancements are still

influence on the finance of science

perceived as applications rather then

where traditional disciplines rule.

as a disruptive powers.

5.3 FROM THE REVIEWS BY THE IABC
The IABC advised in 2012 to document delivered items, to review by SWOT and to define Key
Performance Indicators on a SMART way. The COMMIT/Board has implemented key
performance indicators on five dimensions, which are reported in the year report 2012.
Furthermore, each project defines a year plan that includes deliverables on these five
dimensions. The Board is satisfied on the performance on the Key Performance
Indicators. The Board is confident that the goals as they have been set will be surpassed
comfortably with the exception of patents, as patents are increasingly the topic of legal
scrutiny, which makes it hard to mention them in a public-private context as the
COMMIT/Project is. This does not imply that patents of our partners are no longer a
consequence of the participation in COMMIT/. It means we no longer know of their
existence.
In the 2012 meeting, the IABC noticed underspending. First of all, big partners tend to
financially report slowly. Secondly, there is a cautious spending pattern, monitored by
the COMMIT/Board. Thirdly a financial reservation is made supporting partners later in
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the program when research should lead to valorisation. All projects in the program run
well from a financial point of view. There still is some underspending but such is being
monitored actively. As a consequence of the monitoring, the amount of underspending is
stable and attributed to the above causes. A relatively new phenomenon is the contrary,
where the spending is faster than the project duration would make logical. For the few
projects where this is happening, the financial director of COMMIT/ is in communication
with the project leader to see whether it is a consequence of the project execution or
whether there are other causes. In general, towards the end of the program, the Board of
COMMIT/ anticipates to increase the surveillance of the actual deliveries as related to
the reported expenditures of partners.
In 2014, the IABC suggests increasing the business awareness by, for example, the
appointment of a Board member with a business profile. The Board has installed Alain le
Loux as Valorisation Ambassador with a standing invitation to the Board. In addition, the
Board was seeking to enhance this further by appointing a Valorisation Broker who has
been asked to bring together 10 COMMIT/Solution holders with 10 Design Thinkers. The
task has appeared to be too hard, and was ended before completion.
The IABC sees a beginning but COMMIT/ can still be improved beyond a collection of projects
with synergies. Solicit collaborations, utilize social networks and engage in different
communities with own spaces on Internet. On synergy, in 2014, the IABC requested
attention to assess what the real situation of synergy is. The Community Days of
COMMIT/, culminating in the Midterm Event, together with the nation-wide patterns of
co-operations in the COMMIT/Projects have reached a good level of synergy, to the
satisfaction of the Board. Young ICT Scientists in the Netherlands have been brought
together to enable them to develop the future with their own hands. After the initial
stimulus for projects to cooperate, which has among others delivered the successful
SWEET-project, the COMMIT/Board emphasizes the synergy with the world outside
COMMIT/ through the Valorisation Projects, the Valorisation Ambassador and the
Swallow Projects. Problem-driven solution with new partners from outside also will lead
to renewal of internal synergetic relations.
On science and dissemination, in 2012, the IABC recommended pushing project leaders to deal
with ICT-Science first and give a second focus on applications inside and outside
COMMIT/. Hence, the COMMIT/Board has asked project leaders to emphasize ICTScience. The IABC clearly saw these activities being reflected in the quality of the yearly
report and in the scientific output. Also, the COMMIT/Board started a discussion within
COMMIT/ on important fundamental ICT-Science-dimensions. The IABC advises to write
a white paper and formulate a far reaching challenge like “understanding the (ICT) brain”
thereby convincing people that ICT has not been finished and that ICT-Science is more
fundamental in nature alike physics and biosciences. The discussion of Grand
Challenges was pursued actively without reaching a firm conclusion. The difficulty is the
societal awareness of Big Data, which makes all partial results already a success. Under
these agitated times it is more difficult to keep focus as a field. The question is whether
grand challenges or an army of small challenges best reflects the sign of the time.
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On science and dissemination, in 2013, the IABC suggested for the Science dimension to make
explicit statements and more profound communications on the long-term ICT research
challenges and the potential of projects. This should include a definition of success in the
big picture as well as on a program/project level. Specify in simple terms what will make
the COMMIT/Board and the COMMIT/ community feel really proud. This may be a highrisk statement as long as it includes ways to measure progress. Also define long-range
technical objectives with quantified goals. The Board of COMMIT/ appreciates the advice
to emphasize ICT Science in its own right as important, yet difficult to achieve overnight.
At every occasion in the preparation for the Mid-Term event and at other instances
where ICT Scientists meet, members of the Board have advocated the importance of
explaining ICT Science separated from the application. The Board of COMMIT/ has
considered several options to communicate the long-term plan of the ICT Science of
COMMIT/. A tsunami of Big Data position papers from every possible corner of society
has seen light, be it that in most cases a non-technological view is advocated. That calls
for a different strategy emphasizing the need to support Big Data with technology
development. The Board has emphasized its engagement at the national level,
supporting opportunities where they occur: in astronomy the DOME-project, in digital
humanities the CHAT-project, in NWO-infrastructure the need for data science as a
regular part of all future big science projects in all disciplines, in the Council for
Government Advice (WRR) on the need of Big Data support, and in the Topsector ICT
for a big nation-wide project on Big Data, from science to valorisation.
On science and dissemination, in 2014, the IABC suggested that explaining ICT-Science
separated from the application merits special attention. The IABC suggests a KPI for the
quality of the science. To explain ICT-Science separated from its application is an
important point to which the Board completely agrees. The point is in action, yet requires
repeated stimulus in the communication with the COMMIT/Projects as a change in
culture not easy to achieve. The most natural candidates are: awards among peers,
acceptance at high-rated conferences ensuring world uniqueness, patents, spin-outs,
and the personnel that moves to industry.
The IABC advised to take leadership on branding the COMMIT/Program. The COMMIT/Board
has therefore introduced the COMMIT/ story as presented by Geleyn Meijer, explained
the purpose of branding to the COMMIT/ community, offered branding tools to the
COMMIT/ community and monitored COMMIT/ branding on deliverables while providing
active feedback when branding was omitted. In addition a broader communication plan
was implemented (e.g. newsletter, website, community day, media attention) significantly
improving the visibility of COMMIT/. The IABC agrees that COMMIT/ needs to continue
monitoring COMMIT/ branding. COMMIT/ actively monitors the branding of COMMIT/ at
activities and Q-reports. As off the start of 2014, delivered items in writing without
branding are no longer counted as a deliverable. The Board has noted that the
awareness and implementation of branding within COMMIT/ has increased substantially
over time. The Board will continue to actively supervise branding.
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On science and dissemination, in 2013, the IABC suggested to disseminate a clear message on
what COMMIT/ is and what it is not, including the specification of the research
orientation. Build enriched explanations of projects and R&D fields further for
dissemination and interaction with potential users. Indicate golden demonstrators and
organize events with impact. Position ICT-Science in the Netherlands in the global
context to give it the place it deserves. The Board has also noted that as a consequence
of the awareness program, COMMIT/ and ICT Science in general are higher on the
agenda of policy makers. Especially at the national level the awareness has increased
notably. The contrast in the branding of COMMIT/ and ICT to Nano Science and
Astronomy is still considerable, however. Their ability to catch the imagination is partially
based on well-organized disciplines, and partially based on larger amounts of funding. In
all other cases ICT has gained in visibility due to its central position in society. The Board
considers this as a most important long-term effect of COMMIT/ to be continued by
broad communication of successful applications and valorisations.
Valorisation is a key aspect of the COMMIT/Program and the IABC recommended in 2012 to
draft an early valorisation plan. Hence, the COMMIT/Board promotes entrepreneurship
and hosted workshops on ‘idea pitching’, ‘summer internships’, ‘start your own business’
and ‘ICT and ethics’ at the COMMIT/ community Days. Also, the COMMIT/Board is
developing a valorisation stimulus due end of 2013 where, in competition, incentives will
be offered to start an innovation trajectory through point-of-concept demonstrations. The
Valorisation Projects have been set up.
On valorisation, in 2012 IABC suggested recording the motivation of the industry participating in
COMMIT/. A second advice of the IABC 2012 meeting related to record the motivation of
industry partners to participate in COMMIT/, when some of them do not even receive
funding. Understanding the motivations helps the board to improve managing the
program. The scale of participation depends heavily on the topic and the leadership of
the respective project leader. The IABC sees and agrees that there is little incentive to
step up efforts. We have recorded the motivation of the partners as reported last year.
The motivations are stable.
On valorisation, in 2014, the IABC returned the second phase of Valorisation. The IABC would
strongly support a second round. The IABC would like to suggest a program aimed at a
limited set of societal challenges, preferably by a committee of outsiders. Relevance to
society will be crucial in the decision making process. The Board underlines the
statement, as it considers it equally important as the IABC that in this era, ICT-research
and Data Science are key factors in determining where innovation will take off first.
Innovation of industry, industry processes, and innovation of societal systems, such is
the broad impact of ICT- and Data-Science.
On the national and international context, in 2012, the IABC recommended to focus on
internationalisation, which is to improve the international connections at a project and
program level. The COMMIT/Board has visited i-Minds in Belgium and the Dutch
embassy in Paris. Furthermore, project leaders are asked to reveal the international
relations within projects. The COMMIT/Board experiences difficulties building an
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international network from a temporarily program. The COMMIT/Board focuses to
achieve readiness on a personal level for Horizon2020 and stimulates international
cooperation, also through the EIT ICT Labs. In research & development, members are
internationally oriented in a natural way. For the positioning relative to Europe, after a
significant review and visits to NEM and the Athene Data Forum, the Board has it
deemed ineffective to embed a temporary national program of a small country, like
COMMIT/, in the larger scheme of Europe unless invited to that purpose. The active
formation of European entrances takes too much energy. The more effective strategy is
to stimulate and to reinforce the project leaders to participate in Europe. The
COMMIT/Board then will stimulate those who want to take action.
On the national and international context, the top-sector approach and the national ICT scene
have been described to the IABC. The new Netherlands’ approach forces COMMIT/ to
pro-actively design a strategy to cope with the one-time impulse of COMMIT/. In order to
accomplish scientific excellence that positively affects society and business, there is a
need to continue scientific investments that are largely supported by private sources in
the top sectors. The advice is to design a specific back-end towards the end of the
program to deal with this challenge in the best possible way, e.g. by invoking the support
of regional development boards.
On the future, in 2013, the IABC suggests not to stop at the planned end of COMMIT/ in 2016
but seek ways to continue in a program. Organize sustainability of ICT research for the
long term because the COMMIT/Board truly believes in the high quality of the work and
has the passion. Design a back-end to COMMIT/ in line with regional developments, a
national setup of the program or/and a top sector approach. Alternatively, take the FOMmodel as a reference to position ICT-Science and build on top of COMMIT/ a future
Industrial ICT Partnership program with more partners and an European or global
horizon. The Board has drafted a plan of actions for its last of the five years of its
effective existence, and the Board has submitted a sketch for a most urgent sequel. The
3

signs of the urgency for Big Data are omni-present .
On the future, in 2014, the IABC recommends to start the preparations for a ‘mark the endings’
– final event, with the presence of all participants in COMMIT/ to celebrate the
successful conclusion of COMMIT/. The IABC fully endorses the plan for the final period,
but strongly advises to further sharpen it. Focus, focus, and focus again on valorisation
make results available to end users whoever and wherever they are. The IABC advises
to derive a clear roadmap for the next two years to ensure proper closure and at the
same time preparation for a next phase. Success breeds success. This is a strong
incentive to continue on the path without hesitation. Where the bridge between science
and valorisation is not always easy to cross or even absent so it has to be built yet,
sufficient success has been achieved for others to be copied. The Board has sketched
such a roadmap resulting in Commit2Data.

3 One of five grand themes by the National Science Foundation, the WRR advise government, the Rathenau institute to advise
Parliament, the AWT to advise the Ministries, and many more.
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5.4 FROM THE FINAL REVIEW OF THE IABC
In January 2017, the IABC has delivered its final review and recommendations. The IABC has
reviewed the 5 dimensions of COMMIT/ one by one.
1. Science. The research in COMMIT/ is to the opinion of the IABC top-class and user-inspired.
The IABC was impressed by the progress made in the last years. The program must be
classified as very successful. The IABC was in particular pleased by the way the
COMMIT/ community has invested time and genuine effort to connect to the world of
business and valorisation. Projects have been grouped in logical combinations and
presented and explained to the general public, the product developer, the Innovation
manager and the scientist as target audiences at various occasions including this board
review. Communication over the underlying science proved to be difficult in the past and
it still is. However, explaining ICT Science separated from the application has received
special attention also during the public sessions of this review meeting with special
attention for the best presentations with rewards for the contributors. The IABC wishes to
congratulate the COMMIT/Board and to stimulate the COMMIT/Board to continue the
efforts as much as possible.
2. Synergy. As far as synergy among projects is concerned the IABC is still less positive. From
the discussions the IABC members got the strong impression that there is room for
improvement. However in the COMMIT/ at midterm program document the board has
listed already a number of successful examples of cross-border synergy. Whatever the
situation is, it is an important aspect of the overall program and the board is clearly fully
aware of and working on this.
3. Human Capital. The COMMIT/Board has made a great effort to further build a public-private
community for ICT research. The Story of COMMIT/ is a good tool to get the message
across. Also various concepts have proven to be excellent tools to bring the public - and
private parties together. As a result the development of Human Capital in the program is
outstanding. The IABC enjoyed talking to the demo presenters explaining their projects.
The IABC is convinced that the KPI of 75 PhD’s will be reached. Whether this will be
accomplished before the end of 2016 is a different matter. The IABC expects that a
number of PhD’s will need time after the deadline.
4. Valorisation. In the COMMIT/ at midterm program the board presents a number of
valorisation activities already undertaken. The book with the Golden demos of COMMIT/
also gives a clear indication of the valorisation potential of the various projects. So the
examples are there. Nevertheless the IABC felt during the review that in this phase of
the program the business angle/interest could be even more prominent. The IABC noted
that people presenting this year during the 0.5 day were not only scientists, proud of their
achievements but also experts more interested in the actual usage of their output and
their proposals to do so. The IABC suggestion of 2014 to invite also private business
parties to hear their views for the next review meeting has been followed up to improve
the effectiveness of the public-private cooperation. Earlier in 2014 the competition for
COMMIT/ Valorisation Projects was already seen as a good initiative to encourage
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valorisation. The IABC is content with the advice in 2014 to nominate a board member to
increase the business awareness and that a start has been made with the engagement
of a business school to train, for example, the junior- and senior scientists in the
development of business plans. Also now there are spin-off and spin-out developments
that show the valorisation efforts of the board and which are relevant for this end term
review and we hope there is more to come. We list the following selection:
COMMIT/Partner Euvision (digital image recognition) was already acquired by
Qualcomm, an American chip manufacturer specialized in mobile communications. The
board expects several other comparable spin-off or spin-out successes to follow.
COMMIT/partners Monnet (data base technology), Vectorwise (data base technology)
SightCorp (3D printing), Q-Able (travel planning), Eurocottage (planning) have a good
international technology perspective. Spin-outs with a high potential are with Eagle
Science (home care), Mutalyzer (webserver statistics), Figshare (e-publishing), CGI
(home care), OpenHealthHub (e- patient records), Elsevier (e-publishing) and KLM
(security). On the issue of crowd control, solutions from the University of Utrecht and of
the Free University of Amsterdam in COMMIT/ have already attracted considerable
attention in the media. In view of the above information the IABC has been reassured
that valorisation is receiving proper attention from the board and the COMMIT/Partners.
5. Dissemination. The IABC acknowledges the efforts made by the board to disseminate the
results of COMMIT/. It is not a trivial task to get the message across. The invitation of the
general public for the ’After data party’ in the evening of the 2nd of October 2014 was a
good initiative and the interest was great. Next to these initiatives particular attention
should be given to the proper reporting of results and the archiving thereof. This is also
not a simple task but crucial to ensure that next generations can build upon the results of
this COMMIT/Program. The IABC also advises to define a policy concerning the
dissemination of codes and to initiate dissemination activities in other EU countries, ‘to
spread the word’, and to establish new connections. This seems to the IABC of crucial
importance for success in H2020. The IABC appreciates the fact that in the 2013 IABC
advice under point 8 the same suggestion was made and that the board experienced
difficulties building an international network from a temporary program. Connections on
an individual level are OK but should be strengthened on a program level. We note that
Michel Cosnard of INRIA has offered help in this direction. Finally the IABC appreciates
that there have been preparations for todays ‘mark the endings’-final event with the
presence of all the participants in COMMIT/ to celebrate the successful conclusion of
COMMIT/ in 2016.
6. Finance. The IABC compliments the board for the financial management but questions the
ability to spend the remaining funds in a meaningful way before the end of the program.
The board reassured and convinced the IABC that that was the case and that monies
were also put aside for the valorisation competition and for a proper closing event for the
COMMIT/ community. During the closing event the success stories of COMMIT/ will be
presented and hopefully a follow-up program kicked off.
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7. Plan for the final period. The IABC fully endorses the plan for the final period as presented by
the board of COMMIT/ at end term program but strongly advises to plan a follow up if
valorisation stalls. Make results available to end-users whoever and wherever they are.
The IABC advises to derive a clear roadmap even for the next year to ensure late but
proper closure, at the same time preparing for a next project. Success breeds success.
The IABC has formulated their judgement in order to stimulate the management team,
”to go for the last mile”, which in most long distance races turns out to be the toughest
part. The summary of conclusions cited from the review is as follows.
1. COMMIT/ delivered demand-inspired and world-class research, surpassing targets by a wide
margin. The research in COMMIT/ is to the opinion of the IABC top-class and userinspired. The IABC was impressed by the progress made in the last years. The program
must be classified as very successful. Communication over the underlying science
proved to be difficult in the past and it still is. However, explaining ICT Science separated
from the application has received special attention also during the public sessions of this
review meeting with special attention for the best presentations with rewards for the
contributors. The IABC wishes to congratulate the COMMIT/Board and to stimulate the
COMMIT/Board to continue the efforts as much as possible.
2. The COMMIT/ community - grown in numbers and in effectiveness – has achieved many
more innovations than foreseen. The COMMIT/Program is approximately at the 90%point of the actual duration of its project. Only if all of the remaining PhD dissertations
are properly finished and the outcomes properly digested and disseminated, the private
parties can really expand to the full the valorisation of the results. Nevertheless the IABC
arrived at the conclusion that the program can be qualified as an exemplary program at
the interface of research and valorisation by the commercial partners already now.
3. The COMMIT/Program inspired to disseminate and valorise across traditional borders
quadrupling the impact of science in industry and society. The COMMIT/Board has made
considerable progress during the last four years in managing this complex ICT project
across many private and public partners. The IABC is very impressed by the progress
made, especially through the close collaboration of partners across organisational and
disciplinary boundaries also to a great extent due to the personal leadership and impact
of the members the Board.
The recommendations of the IABC cited from the same report: What has been started
has impact, impact far beyond ICT-Science. Not only COMMIT/ but ICT in general
transforms all sectors of society. COMMIT/ is an instrument to propel that.
1. The successful application of high science across all disciplines urges continuation of a
government-funded public-private ICT-research program. The IABC would like to
strongly suggest a program aimed at a limited set of societal challenges. Selection of the
societal challenges is preferably done by a outsiders (government, business, users,
knowledgeable representatives of the general public), not by a group of researchers. The
successes of the present COMMIT/Program, their proven relevance for society, must, in
the opinion of the IABC, be a major consideration in the decision making process. The
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IABC would like to add that in the other major industrial countries in Europe, like for
example Germany, Research and Innovation on the themes like Artificial Intelligence and
Big Data receive major government support.
2. This community, its way of working, its partnerships, and its track record, is to be kept alive to
ensure a steady flow of science to industry-technology. The IABC advises to continue on
the track set by the COMMIT/Board to broaden the activities and to further build the ICT
community of the Netherlands supported by the public and private partners. This
subscribes to the 2015 advice to the government from the AWTI: ”Ready for the future,
towards a broad strategy for ICT” and the AWTI recommendations on this subject to the
Dutch government to set the scene for education, research and innovation. The
COMMIT/ organization is well organized across universities to further drive the
conversion of current and new industries across many boundaries. Working together
with the top sector ICT, the organisation is well placed to further develop ICT in the
Netherlands and beyond. As members of the COMMIT/Board have contributed to the
follow up, e.g. through Commit2Data, this will be a natural way of working. It will be
important to keep contributions from universities and research organisations aligned to
the same track as outlined in the vision of follow up programs like Commit2Data.
Continuity is key!
3. Research integrated with dissemination, valorisation and spin-off, is the only way to reach
effective impact of science. The COMMIT/ organization is well organized across the
various universities to further drive the productivity and conversion of the current and
newly developed industries, across many boundaries. The (possibly extended)
organisation together with the top sector ICT is well placed to further develop ICT in the
Netherlands and beyond. As members of the COMMIT/Board have contributed to the
follow up e.g. through Commit2Data in several proposals for the Dutch Top sectors this
will be a natural way of working. It will be important to keep the contributions from
different universities and research organisations aligned to the same tracks as outlined
in the vision of the follow up programs like Commit2Data. The new, digital society will be
built on advances in Artificial Intelligence and Robots including better radiological
diagnoses, autonomous driving, and improved health care at home, to name only three.
Simultaneously, security needs to step up against unwanted use of data for elections,
business espionage, theft of identity, to name only three consequences again. Big data
brings challenges of computation, data privacy, data integrity, and profit. And manmachine interaction provides new options for education, use of computers everywhere
and for all layers of society. The current agenda and Commit2Data focus on the system
and security aspects of computers, with applications in (economic) topsectors. They are
important, yet emphasise replacement technology to make existing processes more
efficient and robust. At the same time, it is important to emphasise new technological
opportunities for the future. Programs on "AI and robotics", " Big Data ", and "manmachine interaction” are equally urgent as branches out of the COMMIT/Program
crossing over many disciplines. ICT-Digital Science should be adopted as a key
technology to boost the topsector and NWA-policy, including the subsequent funding of
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public-private programs. COMMIT/ has demonstrated a growing interest and a return of
a factor 5 to 10 in society is to be expected.

The recent report of September 2015 by the AWTI in its advice to the Dutch government “Ready for the future, towards
a broad strategy for ICT” reviews the role of ICT in society, and provides an extensive list of recommendations.
Statement: ICT is a ‘general purpose technology’, which plays a role in virtually all activities associated with global
economic production and interaction. It is also a technology that is changing research and innovation and therefore has
a major impact on economic change processes everywhere. In addition to ICT having an impact on the day-to-day
economy and enabling rapid introduction of new solutions to the challenges of today, its introduction of new technical
solutions fundamentally changes the structure and functioning of our lives and economy. This makes ICT the key
enabler for virtually all other key enabling technologies as well. The great importance and impact on our development
still receives too little attention from policymakers.
The conclusion by the International Advisory Board of COMMIT/ must be that the AWTI recommendations are very
much in line with the strategic and operational approaches that the COMMIT/Board has introduced across their
partners in academia, industry and society. This has happened with direct impact, feedback and learning for
operational as well as managerial people in the projects of the program, at various occasions including working and
interactive sessions with diversity in participants. Also during this meeting provided excellent learning and teaching
opportunities to all participants from BSc-students to seasoned professionals, with effective and efficient interaction in a
lively and stimulating setting. The IABC believes there is a need for the Netherlands to sustain a similar broad ICTScience based project in the future across the various disciplines, universities, companies and especially people in
various stages of their life and career.
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6 GRAND CHALLENGES
6.1 VISION AT THE START OF THE PROGRAM
At the start of the program, apart from the specification of factual Key Performance Indicators,
Chapter 5, this figure from the application, was intended to indicate the primary domains,
which would be affected by the
COMMIT/Programme.
The Board concludes that this
vision has largely played out.
Sensor networks and Embedded
software are the precursors of
Internet of Things. User Aspects,
Analysis, and Data Management
are the precursors of Big Data
and Artificial Intelligence waves.
Middleware is the infrastructural
component of ICT to be found
everywhere these days.
Where the words “Big Data”, “AI”
and “Internet of Things” are
virtually absent in the application of the program, the six methodologies on the horizontal
axis are their instruments. The seventh and eight components, security and machine
learning, now have gained an explicit status. And, where the application fields “wellbeing” and “i-services” have grown much in importance during the execution of the
program, serving “science” and “transport” has been less important but includes some
large non-ICT industries with the capacity to absorb advanced ICT. In compensation,
many more application fields have been included than anticipated: insurance by ONVZ,
the newly-emerged data-driven ICT-industry by Infosys and Lance ICT, i-start-ups by
Vectorwise and iretail.solutions, to mention only a few.

6.2 VISION AT THE END OF THE PROGRAM
In 2016, the Board has foreseen the following grand challenges for the near future.
Challenge 1: Exponential complexity in ICT-Science. The most demanding challenge in ICTScience is to maintain the exponential growth curves for processing power, storage
space, network connections, network speed, mobile processing speed and a few more.
Progress in these areas is dominated by large manufacturers. The COMMIT/ contribution
is therefore at the infrastructural level. In P20 system architecture for cloud computing
and network research has achieved ground-breaking milestones. In P11 the complexity
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of design of industrial systems is at the forefront of the state of the art. And in P08 and
P09, very large ad-hoc networks between mobiles have been realized.
Challenge 2: Master the data explosion. The Big Data challenge has transcended computer
science into the public under the name of Big Data. It has deep consequences for
society, all disciplines of science, industry at large including the development of new
rules of ethics, new security, new types of social behaviour and new economic
possibilities. At the same time, COMMIT/ has warned for the risk of becoming too much
dependent on the data accumulated at a few i-service providers and the consumer
insights derived from them.
Challenge 3: Human-level semantic computer. The greatest challenge is to master cognition at
the human level. After the defeat of Gary Kasparov in the 1990’s, and Jeopardy in the
next decade, and finally Google’s Alpha Go now has beaten the best humans. Speech
recognition, natural text processing, interpretation of intent, and computer vision have all
arrived at human levels of cognition, partially,
fulfilling the main target of COMMIT/ as the
semantic computer in the 2011 application.
P01 is now capable of understanding the

“The opportunity
COMMIT/ brought us to
investigate the research
questions is invaluable. ”
P06 WP04

meaning of inexact (social) messaging. In
P06 an understanding of unknown images is
at the human level of categorisation. In P19,
manipulation of geographic data has reached
the first level of human capacities. In P23, the
exploration

of

knowledge

from

inexact

sources has surpassed jeopardy. P02 has
reached

first

human-like

interface

characteristics. In P04, P07 and P12, the
semantic computer sets the first steps towards a human-like performance.
Innovation challenge 1: Personalisation of use. ICT is driving all innovations, transforming
products into services. Customer loyalty is paid for by personalization while the reward
supports further loyalty in pharmaceuticals, for soccer fans, in wellbeing: products with
an emotional dimension. In P04 and P03, drivers to wellbeing are implemented. P02 will
make machines and processes easier to operate yet again. There are still many
elements in user relations, which could be improved in a sequel program.
Innovation challenge 2: Academic climate. ICT is a driver for innovation also in science. Almost
all disciplines of science and even the disciplines of the arts are now transforming their
way of working into a digital life cycle. In P23 the handling and publishing of digital data
is KEY. P01 handles uncertain information, which transforms the way humanities are
being conducted. Many other disciplines will follow.
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Innovation challenge 3: Time to market. The digitalization has increased the pace of economic
turn-over. The music was pushed upside down in five-year intervals: CD to MPVdownloads, illegal downloads to proprietary estores, music to videos and the revival of
concerts. If this is only a playground, retail is
under severe pressure from Internet shopping and
delivery. Soon this will affect production of
fashion. Customer experiences may quickly fed
into new product designs, especially when the
design and production process is digital in its
entirety. 3D-product-printing is knocking at the
door of industry 4.0. In COMMIT/, the social
media trend analysis of P01 is important as well
as the 3D-printing for low-budget scanning. Vision
is entering in the production chain at all points. In
general, digital data for economic and social

“Failure is key for
success. The most
important lesson is to
know when to stop,
accept failure and move
on to another direction.”
P04 WP06

welfare can hardly be overlooked.
Societal challenge 1: sustained society. ICT is indispensable for a sustainable society, where
resources are used efficiently, where materials are recovered after use, and where nonmaterial representation is preferred over the use of scarce materials. ICT-Science can or
must play a significant role by mastering too complex systems, by bringing efficiency of
resources, or by enabling decentralized utilities. Existing systems can do a lot here. Yet,
in P01, P02, P06, P23 digital media take over the role of paper-based or film-based
media. Ad-hoc networks in P08 and P09 pave a way to energy efficiency, as in energyefficient cloud computing in P20.
Societal challenge 2: safe, secure and wellbeing. ICT is of help in many aspects of non-digital
societal life, and in realizing safe, secure and wellbeing dimensions of life. ICT brings
surveillance for security, or support for wellbeing for many. P04 provides home care by
camera. P09 and P08 are concerned with monitoring crowds among others for safety.
Project P15 develops a complete system for secure data for e-health. The image
classification software in P06 is suited for child pornography detection, which is assumed
to flourish on the Internet. Project P12 in its entirety develops a terror alert system for
vessels on the North Sea.
Societal challenge 3: natural self-defence At the same time, ICT and its new inventions bring
new dangers, such as Internet theft, ransom and terror, identity misuse, and social
fragmentation. The Board of COMMIT/ holds the opinion that technology can never solve
its own misuse alone. Mechanisms of natural self-defence are to be developed with the
new technology from simple passwords to intrinsically safe systems, from the defence
against attacks against service denial to terror detection. This comes about by trial and
error, this time at the level of the society. Therefore, building and disseminating ICTknowledge cannot be missed in society.
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